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Abstract
An interpretation of Abadi and Cardelli’s /rst-order Imperative &-calculus into a typed
-calculus is presented. The interpretation validates the subtyping relation and the typing judg-
ments of the &-calculus, and is computationally adequate. The proof of computational adequacy
makes use of (a -calculus version) of ready simulation, and of a factorization of the inter-
pretation into a functional part and a very simple imperative part. The interpretation can be
extended to accommodate various type features. The interpretation can be used to compare and
contrast the Imperative and the Functional &-calculus, and to prove properties about them, within
a uni/ed framework. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In their book [1], Abadi and Cardelli present and investigate a functional and an
imperative object calculus (called the &-calculus), and type systems for them. These
calculi can express, as primitive or derived forms, various major object-oriented idioms;
they have simple but interesting typing and subtyping rules. The syntactic simplicity
of the calculi, and their clear object-oriented ;avor, makes them an important basis for
understanding object-oriented languages. All &-calculi are sequential.
In this paper we study the interpretation of the (/rst order) Imperative &-calculus
into a typed -calculus. Our main motivations for the study are:
• There is a general lack of mathematical techniques for giving the semantics to, and
proving properties about, object-oriented languages, especially the imperative ones.
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(For instance, it is diEcult to come up with reasonable notions of bisimulation
for the Imperative &-calculus.) However, most “real world” programming languages
are imperative. Usually, objects encapsulate a state, which can be manipulated by
activating the methods of the object; that is, method calls can have side eJects on
the state of the object.
The -calculus has a rich algebraic theory and a high expressive power. Its em-
phasis on the notions of name makes it appealing for describing objects and their
local states.
• The Imperative &-calculus is an interesting core object-oriented language, because
it is small and yet very expressive; for instance classes and functions, as well as
the Functional &-calculus, can be encoded in it. A study of the Imperative &-calculus
can provide a solid basis for investigating more complex languages, that may include
also, for instance, constructs for distribution and concurrency (like Obliq [9] that,
indeed, contains the untyped Imperative &-calculus as a sublanguage).
• We wish to understand what objects are from a -calculus (and more generally, a
process calculus) point of view.
The only work on behavioral equivalences for the Imperative &-calculus that we are
aware of is Gordon et al. [10]. In this work, however, the Imperative &-calculus is
untyped. Gordon, Hankin and Lassen study contextual equivalence for this untyped
Imperative &-calculus, prove that it coincides with a variant of Mason and Talcott’s
CIU equivalence [18], and use the latter to validate some basic laws of the calculus.
The characterization of CIU equivalence helps us to cut down the number of contexts
to consider in proofs, but a quanti/cation over an in/nitary number of contexts still
remains.
More work exists on the semantics of the Functional &-calculus. Typed contextual
equivalence and applicative bisimulation for the Functional &-calculus have been ex-
amined by Gordon and Rees [11], who show that these two notions of equivalence
coincide. They also show that Abadi and Cardelli’s equational theory for the Functional
&-calculus [1] is sound with respect to operational equivalence. Abadi and Cardelli [1,
Chapter 14] show that the equational theory for the Functional &-calculus is also sound
with respect to their denotational semantics of Functional &-calculus. Aceto et al. [3]
show that the denotational semantics is sound but not fully abstract with respect to op-
erational equivalence. Extending the above-mentioned techniques, based on applicative
bisimulation and denotational models, to the Imperative &-calculus appears rather hard.
An interpretation of the Imperative &-calculus into a form of imperative polymorph
-calculus with subtyping, recursive types, and records has been found by Abadi et al.
[2]. This interpretation has been used to validate the subtyping and typing judgments of
the Imperative &-calculus. However, it would be diEcult to prove behavioral properties
of the Imperative &-calculus from this interpretation, because very little is known of
the theory of the target imperative -calculus.
Some previous studies of encodings of imperative or object-oriented languages into
process calculi, namely [20, Chapter 8], [35,14,38,17] and [31,13], are an important
basis for our work. We brie;y comment on the diJerences: Milner [20, Chapter 8]
showed how to translate a small imperative language into CCS. Vaandrager [35],
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Jones [14] Walker [38], Liu [17] and Philippou [26] have gone further, by translating
parallel object-oriented languages derived from the POOL family [4]. Walker, Liu and
Philippou have also used the encodings for proving the validity of certain program
transformations on the source languages. The main limitation of these works is that
they do not show how to handle typed object-oriented languages—the source languages
have rather simple type systems and indeed their translations could not handle typed
objects as those of Abadi and Cardelli [1]. Dealing with types is important when the
type system of the object-oriented language contains non-trivial features like subtyping,
otherwise many useful program equalities are lost and the semantics cannot be used to
validate the typing rules of the language. By contrast, types play a central role in our
interpretation. For this reason, our interpretation of objects is diJerent from those in the
above-mentioned works. In [13,31], interpretations of, respectively, untyped and typed
functional &-calculi into the -calculus are given. No use is made of the -calculus
interpretation for validating behavioral properties of the source object calculus.
The syntax of the Functional and Imperative &-calculus are similar, but their op-
erational semantics are very diJerent. (For instance, the operational semantics of the
Imperative &-calculus makes extensive use of stores and stacks, not needed for the
Functional &-calculus because it is functional.) Remarkably, despite these diJerences
in the operational semantics, the -calculus interpretation of the Imperative &-calculus
in this paper can be derived with a simple change from that of the functional calculus
in [31]. As a consequence we can use the -calculus interpretations to compare and
contrast the Imperative and Functional &-calculus and to prove properties about them,
within a single framework.
The main technical contents of this paper are the following. We give a translation of
both Imperative &-calculus terms and Imperative &-calculus types and type environments
into a typed -calculus. We then provide correctness proofs. Precisely, we prove that
(1) the translation validates the subtyping judgments of the Imperative &-calculus, that
is, A is a subtype of B iJ the translation of A is a subtype of the translation of B; (2) an
Imperative &-calculus type judgment E  a :A, asserting that object a has type A under
the type assumptions E, is derivable iJ its -calculus translation is derivable, and (3) a
well-typed Imperative &-calculus term reduces to a value iJ its -calculus interpretation
does so (computational adequacy). From these results and the compositionality of the
encoding, as a corollary we get the soundness of the translation with respect to behav-
ioral equivalences like Morris-style contextual equivalence [5] or barbed congruence
[24]. Soundness assures us that the equalities on Imperative &-calculus terms provable
from the interpretation are operationally valid on the Imperative &-calculus. As for the
translations of -calculi into -calculus, the opposite implication fails.
The Imperative &-calculus we interpret into the -calculus has a /rst-order type
system. The interpretation can be easily extended to accommodate other features, like
recursive types, variant tags, and polymorphism.
Technically, the hardest part of our work is the proof of computational adequacy. The
proof is split into two parts. First, we factorize our encoding into a functional part,
where processes are “stateless”, and a very simple imperative part, where processes
have a state. This factorization is useful because: (1) it allows us take full advantage
of various -calculus proof techniques for functional processes; (2) it shows what—we
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believe—are the simplest non-functional -calculus processes that are needed for trans-
lating the imperative features of the Imperative &-calculus (the non-functional part
needed is just a process modeling a memory cell). This factorized encoding is less
compact than the original one; but it allows us to establish a close correspondence
with Abadi and Cardelli’s operational semantics of the Imperative &-calculus—a re-
duction relation between Imperative &-calculus con/gurations (objects plus stores plus
stacks).
The second part of the proof of computational adequacy is to establish a relation
between the original encoding and the factorized one. To this end, we could not use
known behavioral equivalences of the -calculus. For instance, bisimilarity is too strong
and trace equivalence too weak to yield the desired property. We solved the problem
by adapting (a weak version of) the notion of ready simulation [6,16] to the -calculus.
Ready simulation has been introduced in CCS-like languages as the least congruence
contained in trace inclusion induced by certain classes of operators. To our knowledge,
ready simulation (and bisimulation) has not been used before to prove properties of
processes.
Having established the correctness of our interpretation, we give some examples of
how the theory of the -calculus can be used to reason about the Imperative &-calculus.
The advantage of using -calculus for the proofs is that we can take advantage of
the already available theory, including its algebraic laws and its co-inductive proof
techniques. Here, we use the -calculus to validate some basic equational theory for the
Imperative &-calculus. Something interesting about the co-inductive -calculus proofs
is that non-trivial equalities can be proved using /nitary relations. (This is more rare
with CIU equivalence on the untyped Imperative &-calculus [11] or with applicative
bisimulation on the Functional &-calculus [10] because the de/nition, or the transition
system, on which they are based, contain an in/nite quanti/cation on contexts, or
terms, of the language.)
Among the laws we prove is (EQ SUB OBJECT). This law allows us to eliminate
methods of objects that are not visible in the type assigned to the object. We are not
aware of proposals of this, or similar laws, for the Imperative &-calculus. In Abadi and
Cardelli’s book, the analogous of law (EQ SUB OBJECT) is at the heart of the equa-
tional theory of the Functional &-calculus, but no equational theory for the Imperative
&-calculus is proposed (in the book or, as far as we know, elsewhere). Strikingly, we
can prove (EQ SUB OBJECT) using a bisimulation relation consisting of just four ele-
ments. Essentially, the same proof can be used for (EQ SUB OBJECT) on the Functional
&-calculus.
We end this introduction with a brief road-map to the contents of the paper.
Section 2 introduces the syntax, semantics and type system of the Imperative &-calculus.
Section 3 is devoted to the -calculus; we present its syntax, semantics and the type
system we will use. The translation of the Imperative &-calculus to the -calculus is
given in Section 4. In Section 5 we present the factorized encoding. In Section 6.1 we
show the correctness of the translation with respect to typing and subtyping, in Sec-
tion 6.2 we show the operational correctness of /rst the factorized and then the original
encoding, and in Section 6.3 we establish computational adequacy of the original en-
coding. In Section 7 we brie;y discuss how our encoding is related to the encoding of
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Table 1
Syntax of the Imperative &-calculus
a; b ::= [li=&(xi :A)bi i∈1:: n] object value
| x variable
| a:l method activation
| a:l⇐ &(x :A)b method override
| clone(a) cloning
| let x :A=a in b local de/nition
the Functional &-calculus into the -calculus from [31]. Finally, Section 8 shows how
the encoding can be used to justify program transformations. Extensions and directions
for further work are discussed in Sections 9 and 10.
2. The Imperative &-calculus
In this section we present syntax, semantics and type system of the (/rst order)
Imperative &-calculus from [1, Chapter 10–11].
2.1. Syntax
The Imperative &-calculus is very simple; the basic ingredients are objects consisting
of named methods, method activation and method update. Terms in the Imperative
&-calculus are built according to the syntax found in Table 1, here xi ∈SVar ranges
over variables and li ∈MNames ranges over method names. We let fv(a) denote the
set of free variables in a. Objects and variables are the values of the &-calculus, and
we let v range over these.
Informally, an expression a:lj /rst reduces a to some object (value)
[li=&(xi :A)bi i∈1:: n]
and then evaluates the method bj bound to lj with the enclosing object bound to the
self variable xj. A method update (also called method override) a:lj⇐ &(x :A)b also /rst
reduces a to an object, and then updates the method bound to lj with the new method
&(x :A)b. Cloning creates a copy of the original object. Finally, a let x :A=a in b ex-
pression /rst evaluates the let-part, binding the result to x, then the in-part is evaluated
with the variable x in scope. Sequential evaluation of objects a; b can be de/ned thus:
let x :A=a in b for some x ∈ fv(b). We will omit type annotations on the binders (&
and let) when they are not needed.
2.2. Operational semantics
We recall the operational semantics of the Imperative &-calculus from Abadi and
Cardelli’s book. The semantics is given as a relation that relates a store , a stack S
(sometimes called an environment; here we stick to the terminology used by Abadi
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the relations in the operational semantics.
and Cardelli) and a term a to a value v and an updated store ′. The relation is written
 ·S  aR v · ′ and is read: “the term a will, under the store  and stack S, reduce
to the value v and store ′”.
Values are of the form [li=i i∈1:: n]; that is, they map method names li to locations
i. A store  maps locations to closures. A closure is a pair 〈&(x)b;S〉 of a method
body &(x)b together with a local stack. A stack S maps variables to values. Fig. 1
illustrates the relations between the diJerent parts of the operational semantics.
A stack S is well-formed with respect to a store , written  ·S  	, if for all
x∈ dom(S), if S(x)= [li=i i∈1:: n], then all i are de/ned in . A store  is well-
formed, written   	, if the stacks in all closures in the store are well-formed with
respect to the store.
If  is a store, then we let (;  
→ 〈&(x)b;S〉) denote the extension of  with
the new entry 〈&(x)b;S〉 on the new location , assuming that  ∈ dom() and that
 ·S  	. We write [ 
→ 〈&(x)b; s〉] for the update of location  of store , assuming
that ∈ dom() and again  ·S  	. Furthermore, we let 12 denote composition of
stores, de/ned as
12(x) =
{
1(x) if x ∈ dom(1);
2(x) if x ∈ dom(2);
assuming dom(1)∩ dom(2)= ∅ and 12  	.
The operational semantics, given in Table 2, is untyped; type annotations are simply
removed when evaluating terms. We write  ·S  a⇓ (read “the con/guration  ·S  a
converges”) if we can deduce  ·S  aR v · ′ for some v and ′. If not  ·S  a⇓ we
write  ·S  a⇑ (read “the con/guration diverges”). We write a⇓ (read “a converges”)
if ∅ · ∅  a⇓ and a⇑ if ∅ · ∅  a⇑ (read “a diverges”). (On the meaning of divergence,
see also Example 2.2 and its preceding discussion.)
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Table 2
The operational semantics for the Imperative &-calculus
(VARI)
 ·S   x∈ dom(S)
 ·S  xRS(x) · 
(OBJI) where ′ = (; i → 〈&(xi)bi;S〉 i∈1:: n)
 ·S   i ∈ dom() i distinct ∀i∈ 1:: n
 ·S  [li=&(xi :A)bi i∈1:: n]R [li=i i∈1:: n] · ′
(SELI)
 ·S  aR [li=i i∈1:: n] · ′ ′(j) = 〈&(xj)bj;S′〉
xj ∈ dom(S′) j∈1:: n ′ ·S′; xj → [li=i i∈1:: n]  bjR v · ′′
 ·S  a:ljR v · ′′
(UPDI)
 ·S  aR [li=i i∈1:: n] · ′ j∈1:: n j ∈ dom(′)
 ·S  a:lj ⇐ &(x :A)bR [li=i i∈1:: n] · ′[j → 〈&(x)b;S〉]
(CLONEI)
 ·S aR [li=i i∈1:: n] · ′ ∀i∈ 1:: n ′i ∈ dom(′) ′i distinct
 ·S clone(a)R [li=′i i∈1:: n] · (′; ′i → (′i) i∈1:: n)
(LETI)
 ·S aR v′ · ′ ′ ·S; x → v′  bR v′′ · ′′
 ·S let x :A=a in bR v′′ · ′′
Example 2.1. To illustrate the operational semantics we give a small example, from
[1], showing how we can create loops in the store. Consider the object a = [l=&(x)x:l
⇐ &(y)x] and let us see what happens when we evaluate a:l. Let 0 =  
→ 〈&(x)x : l⇐
&(y)x; ∅〉 and 1 =  
→ 〈&(y)x; x 
→ [l=]〉
∅ · ∅  aR [l=] · 0 0 · x 
→ [l=]  xR [l=] · 00 · x 
→ [l=]  x:l⇐ &(y)xR [l=] · 1
∅ · ∅  a: lR [l=] · 1
The store 1 contains a loop because it maps location  to a closure, that binds x to a
value [l=], and in turn this value contains location .
2.3. Type system
The type system for the Imperative &-calculus is a very simple one. The only types
are object types given by the grammar
A ::= [li :Ai i∈1:: n]:
Essentially, an object has type [li :Ai i∈1:: n], if it has methods labelled li for i∈ 1::n
and on activation of a method lj the result is of type Aj. The type system has two
kinds of judgments: type judgments and subtyping judgments. Type judgments, shown
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Table 3
Typing rules for the Imperative &-calculus
(VAR)
(x) = A
  x :A
(SELECT)
  a:[li :Bi i∈1:: n] j∈1:: n
  a:lj:Bj
(OBJECT)
[xi :A]  bi:Bi ∀i∈ 1:: n where A = [li :Bi i∈1:: n]
  [li=&(xi :A)bi i∈1:: n] :A
(UPDATE)
  a :A [x :A]  b :Bj j∈1:: n where A = [li :Bi i∈1:: n]
  a:lj ⇐ &(x :A)b : A
(CLONE)
  a :A
  clone(a) :A
(LET)
  a :A [x :A]  b :B
  let x :A=a in b :B
(SUBSUMP)
  a :A  A¡:B
  a :B
in Table 3, are of the form   a:A and state that the object a has type A under the
assumptions in , where  describes typing assumptions for free variables. For instance,
(x)=A states that we assume that the free variable x has type A. If  is empty, we
sometimes just write a:A instead of ∅  a :A. When the typing assumptions in  are
extended with the additional assumption x :A, we write this as [x :A] (assuming here
that no assumption about the type of x occurs in ).
An object a has type A under the set of assumptions , if   a:A can be inferred
from the type assignment rules. The most interesting rule of the type system is the
rule (OBJECT), which states that in order to give an object a= [li=&(xi :A)bi i∈1:: n] the
type A= [li :Bi i∈1:: n], we must be able to give each method within a its corresponding
result type in a type environment where we assume that the self variable of the method
already has the type A.
The type system also incorporates a notion of subtyping, which intuitively captures
the idea that some types are more general than others. The expression A¡:B denotes
that A is a subtype of B and thus that objects of type A may be used in lieu of objects
of type B (as stated in rule (SUBSUMP)). The subtype judgment has only the following
rule:
(SUB OBJ)
J ⊆ I
 [li :Bi i∈I ] ¡: [li :Bi i∈J ] :
This rule simply states that A= [li :Bi i∈I ] is a subtype of B= [li :Bi i∈J ] if A is a
“longer” type.
The soundness of the type system is proved as a subject reduction theorem. The
formulation of the theorem is somewhat involved as the result of evaluating an
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imperative object term is a value and a store. We shall not give the precise state-
ment of the subject reduction theorem here. We just note what is essential for our
use. In the untyped Imperative &-calculus, a divergent object a⇑ can be produced in
two ways: the evaluation either gets stuck or never terminates. On well-typed objects
however, divergence may only be produced by non-termination. (Subject reduction for
the Imperative &-calculus can be found in [1, Section 11.4].)
Example 2.2. Consider the following two objects:
a = [ ]:l; b = [l=&(x)x:l]:l
Both objects diverge but for diJerent reasons.
When we try to build an inference tree for a then we see that we cannot complete
the rule (SELI):
(SELI)
(OBJI)
−
∅ · ∅  [ ]R [ ] · ∅ ????
∅ · ∅  [ ]:lR :
The reason is that the object [ ] does not contain the method l.
The reason why b diverges is that we can inde/nitely apply the rule (OBJI).
(SELI)
(OBJI)
−
∅ · ∅  [l=&(x)x:l]R [l=] · 
where  =  
→ 〈&(x)x:l; ∅〉
(SELI)
...
 · x 
→ [l=] x:lR
 · x 
→ [l=] x:lR
∅ · ∅  [l=&(x)x:l]:lR
What well-typedness ensures is that divergence caused by the inability to apply any
inference rule does not occur.
The following simple property of the type system will be needed later (in Table 11).
Lemma 1 (Minimum type property). If A¡:B and B¡:A, then A=B.
3. A typed mobile calculus
In this section, we present the typed -calculus in which we shall interpret the
Imperative &-calculus.
3.1. Syntax
The syntax of the typed -calculus is given in Tables 4 and 5. We let Proc denote
the set of -calculus processes and Names denote the set of names and Value the set
of values. Furthermore, Label denote the set of labels and Tag the set of variant tags.
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Table 4
Syntax of types
Variant Tags
l
Types
T; S ::= (X )T recursive type
| X type variable
| [ l1 T1 : : : ln Tn ] variant type
| 〈T1 : : : Tn〉 tuple type
| T I channel type
I =O Tags
I ::= r input only
| w output only
| b either
where:
• in a recursive type (X )T , variable X must be guarded in T , i.e., occur underneath
an I=O-tag or underneath a variant tag;
Table 5
Syntax of processes
Names
p; q; r : : : x; y; z
Values
v; w ::= x name
| 〈v1 : : : vn〉 tuple value
| l v variant value
Processes
P;Q; R ::= 0 nil process
| P|P parallel
| (%p:T )P restriction
| p(x):P input
| Tpv:P synchronous output
| !P replication
| let (x1 : : : xn)=v in P tuple destructor
| case v of [ l1 (x1) . P1; : : : ln (xn) . Pn ] case
| wrong error
where:
• in a recursive type (X )T , variable X must be guarded in T , i.e., occur underneath an
I=O-tag or underneath a variant tag;
• in a case statement, the tags li (i ∈ 1:: n) are pairwise distinct.
The process constructs are those of the monadic -calculus [23]. Matching, however,
is replaced by a case construct. This can be thought of as a more disciplined form of
matching, in which all tests on a given name are localized to a single place. The syntax
for case is reminiscent of an analogous construct in [23]. In the untyped calculus,
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Table 6
The labelled transition system for the -calculus
(INP)
−
p(x):P
pv−→ P{v=x}
∀v∈Values
(OUT)
−
Tpv:P
Tp v−→ P
(OPEN) where p = q; q ∈ n˜;
q∈ n(v)
P
(%n˜:T˜ ) Tp v−−−−→ P′
(%q:S)P
(%n˜;q:T˜ ; S) Tp v−−−−−−→ P′
(RES) where q ∈ n()
P
→P′
(%q:T )P
→ (%q:T )P′
(SYNC-L) where n˜ ∩ fn(Q) = ∅
P
(%n˜:T˜ ) Tp v−−−−→ P′ Q pv→Q′
P | Q '→ (%n˜:T˜ )(P′ | Q′)
(COMP-L) where bn() ∩ fn(Q) = ∅
P
→P′
P | Q →P′ | Q
(REPL)
P | !P →Q
!P
→Q
(LET)
−
let (x1 : : : xn)=〈v1 : : : vn〉 in P '→P{v1 : : : vn=x1 : : : xn}
(LET-W)
v is not of the form 〈v1 : : : vn〉
let (x1 : : : xn)=v in P
wrong−→ wrong
(CASE)
lj ∈ {l1 : : : ln}
case lj v of [ l1 (x1) . P1; : : : ln (xn) . Pn ]
'→Pj{v=xj}
(CASE-W)
v is not of the form lj v′ for lj ∈ {l1 : : : ln}
case v of [ l1 (x1) . P1; : : : ln (xn) . Pn ]
wrong−→ wrong
matching and case are interderivable, but in the typed calculus case allows us simple
but powerful typing and subtyping rules with which, moreover, any misuse of variant
values in communications is easy to detect (rule (CASE-W), Table 6).
The most important diJerence with respect to the monadic -calculus is the addition
of variant values. This introduces a vertical dimension on values, as opposed to the
tupling construct of the polyadic -calculus, which introduces a horizontal dimension.
For simplicity, we take tuples as primitive in the grammar for values, although they can
be coded up using variants [31]. Tuples are decomposed by means of a let construct.
We should stress that values are simple, in that they are constructed out of names,
possibly using the tuple and variant constructors; thus values do not contain terms
of the language. The construct wrong stands for a process in which a run-time type
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error has occurred—i.e. a communication in which the variant tag or the arity of the
transmitted value was unexpected by its recipient.
We omit the de/nition of bound and free names, alpha conversion, and substitutions.
As usual, we shall identify processes that diJer only by alpha conversion of bound
names. We write
∏
i∈1:: n Pi for P1|P2| : : : |Pn. We stipulate that P{v˜=x˜} is wrong if
replacing the v˜’s for the x˜’s in P does not yield a process expression according to
the grammar of Table 5 (thus, for instance, ( Txw :0){〈p; q〉=x}=wrong). We assume
restriction and replication to have the highest precedence and parallel composition the
lowest.
3.2. Semantics
In Table 6, we give the semantics for the -calculus as a labelled transition system.
The advantage of a labelled semantics, compared to a reduction semantics [21], is that
it easily allows us to de/ne labelled forms of bisimulation. Process transitions are of
the form P
→ P′, where  is a label given by the following syntax:
(; );  ::= (%n˜:T˜ ) Tpv | pv | ' | wrong
The label (%n˜:T˜ ) Tpv denotes the output of the value v on the name p. The restriction,
(%n˜:T˜ ), where n˜ must be a subset of the names in v indicates that the names n˜ are
bound names having types T˜ ; if there are no names bound we omit the restriction on
the label. The label pv denotes the input of the value v over the name p. The action
' denotes an internal action. Finally, wrong denotes a run-time error. The soundness
theorem (Theorem 2) guarantees that a well-typed program will never reduce to a term
containing wrong.
Table 6 shows the inference rules with the symmetric versions of (SYNC-L) and
(COMP-L) omitted. The rules are the standard ones of the -calculus. The new, but
expected, rules are those for let and case, in which run-time errors may be generated.
We let P⇒P′ mean P( '→ )∗P′ (i.e. the re;exive and transitive closure of '→ ), fur-
thermore P
⇒ P′ denotes weak transitions, de/ned as P⇒ → ⇒P′, and P ˆ⇒ P′ means
P⇒P′ if = ', and P ⇒ P otherwise. We write P → n Q for P → P1 → · · · → Pn−1 →
Pn=Q (n transitions with the same label ). We write P
→ d Q if P → Q is the
only transition that P can perform (modulo alpha conversion), and write P
⇒d Q if
P '→ nd
→ d '→
m
d Q for n; m¿0. Furthermore, we let (%p˜:T˜ )P denote (%p1:T1) : : :
(%pn:Tn)P for p˜=p1; : : : ; pn and T˜ =T1; : : : ; Tn. In a pre/x p(x):P or Tpw:P we call p
the subject of the pre/x, and x, respectively, w the object of the pre/x.
3.3. Type system
The type language we use for the -calculus is taken from [27,31]. In these type
systems, as well as other type systems for the -calculus like [25,15,7,39,36,37,12]
types are assigned to names.
We recall that in a channel type, I=O annotations, [27] separate the capabilities of
reading and writing on a channel (we use “read” and “write” as synonyms for “input”
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Table 7
Subtyping rules
(A-BB)
,  S6T ,  T6S
,  Sb6T b
(A-XR)
I ∈ {b; r} ,  S6T
,  SI6T r
(A-XW)
I ∈ {b;w} ,  T6S
,  SI6Tw
(A-CASE)
,  Si6Ti i ∈ 1:: n
,  [ l1 S1 : : : ln Sn ]6[ l1 T1 : : : ln+m Tn+m ]
(A-TUPLE)
,  Si6Ti ∀i ∈ 1:: n
,  〈S1 : : : Sn〉6〈T1 : : : Tn〉
(A-REC-L)
,[(X )S6T ]  S{(X )S=X}6T
,  (X )S6T
(A-ASS)
(S6T ) ∈ ,
,  S6T
(A-REC-R)
,[S6(X )T ]  S6T{(X )T=X}
,  S6(X )T
and “output”, respectively). For instance, a type p : 〈Sr; Tw〉b (for appropriate type
expressions S and T ) says that name p can be used both to read and to write and
that any message at p carries a pair of names; moreover, the /rst component of the
pair can be used by the recipient only to read, the second only to write. We also use
variant types [31], tuple types [21], and recursive types [27]. The syntax for types is
given in Table 4.
Subtyping judgments, shown in Table 7, are of the form ,  S6T , where , rep-
resents the subtyping assumptions. When the , is extended with the additional assump-
tion S6T we write ,[S6T ], and we write (S6T )∈, if S6T is an assumption
in ,. We often write S6T , when the subtyping assumptions are empty. Note that
type annotation r (an input capability) gives covariance, w (an output capability) gives
contravariance, and b (both capabilities) gives invariance. Moreover, since a tag b
gives more freedom in the use of a name, for each type T we have T b6T r and
T b6Tw.
A typing judgment  P (Table 8) asserts that process P is well-typed in , and
  v : T (Table 9) that value v has type T in  (as usual a type environment 
a /nite assignment of types to names). There is one typing rule for each process
construct except wrong. The interesting rules are those for input and output pre/xes
and for case. In the rules for input and output pre/xes, the subject of the pre/x is
checked to possess the appropriate input or output capability in the type environment.
(TV-SUB) is the only rule which explicitly uses subtyping. We let Proc denote the
class of processes well-typed in . A type environment  is closed if all types in 
can be unfolded to a channel type using (A-REC-L). (This means that all types in 
are of the form (X1) : : : (Xn)T I .)
Theorem 2 (Soundness of type system [31]). If  P, all names in  have channel
type and P⇒Q then Q does not contain the process wrong.
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Table 8
Process typing
(T-NIL)
−
  0
(T-PAR)
  P   Q
  P|Q
(T-REPL)
  P
  !P
(T-RESTR)
[x:SI ]  P
  (%x:SI )P
(T-IN)
  p:Sr [x:S]  P
  p(x):P
(T-OUT)
  p:Sw   w:S   P
  Tpw:P
(T-LET)
  v:〈T1 : : : Tn〉 [x1:T1 : : : xn:Tn]  P
  let (x1 : : : xn)=v in P
(T-CASE)
  v:[ l1 T1 : : : ln Tn ] for each i ∈ 1:: n; [xi:Ti]  Pi
  case v of [ l1 (x1) . P1; : : : ln (xn) . Pn ]
Table 9
Value typing
(TV-BASE)
(p) = T
  p : T
(TV-SUB)
  v : S S6T
  v : T
(TV-VAR)
  v : T
  l v : [l T ]
(TV-TUPLE)
  vi : Ti ∀i ∈ 1:: n
  〈v1 : : : vn〉 : 〈T1 : : : Tn〉
In the theorem, the restriction to channel types corresponds to considering only
programs with no free variables, that is programs that can be “run”.
We brie;y explain the soundness of the subtyping rules. If a : S and S6T , then we
should be able to use a in settings where it is expected that a has type T . If a :T b, it
means that a can be use for both output and input. Obviously, a can also be used in
settings that only allow use of a for input or output. Therefore T b6Tw, and similar
for the input annotation.
(A-CASE), which is the standard subtyping rule for variants, expresses that a longer
variant type is a supertype of a shorter. To see why this rule is correct one has to look
at (T-CASE). Consider how we can /nish the typing of
v : [l1 T1; l2 T2]  case v of [l1 (x1) . P1; l2 (x2) . P2; l3 (x3) . P3]:
This assumption v : [l1 T1; l2 T2] says that v is a variant value, which can be either
l1 v1 or l2 v2. On the other hand, the case construct tests for three possible tags. The
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rule (A-CASE) allows us to assume that the value v has a larger range, allowing us to
apply (T-CASE).
We explain why the rule (A-XW) is contravariant. If p : [li Ti i∈1:: n]w, then the name
p can carry values of type [li Ti i∈1:: n], that a receiver can test in a case construct. If
(A-XW) were covariant, we would be allowed to send on p values that are beyond
the range of the case construct on the receiving side; contravariance only allows us to
restrict this range.
3.4. Some derived constructs
In the translation, we shall use the following derived constructs.
Recursive de&nitions, A(x˜), P which can be de/ned using replication [21];
Polyadic inputs, a(x1 : : : xn):P, de/ned as a(y):let (x1 : : : xn)=y in P for y ∈ fn(P);
Variant inputs, such as p[lj [li; j (x˜i; j) . Pi; j i∈1:: m] j∈1:: n], de/ned as
p(y):case y of [lj (yj) . case yj of [li;j (x˜i; j) . Pi;j i∈1:: m] j∈1:: n];
where y ∈ ⋃j∈1:: n; i∈1:: m fn(Pi; j) and yj ∈ ∪i∈1:: m fn(Pi; j).
This abbreviation allows us to go down two levels into the structure of a variant
value received in an input at p; in fact, this term interacts with output particles of the
form Tp lr ls;r w˜ (with r ∈ 1::n, s∈ 1::m, and tuple w˜ of the same length as x˜s; r) and, in
doing so, in three '-steps it becomes Ps; r{w˜=x˜s; r}.
3.5. Barbed bisimulation and congruence
The behavioral equality we adopt for the -calculus is barbed congruence [24,29].
Barbed congruence is a bisimulation-based relation that can be uniformly de/ned on dif-
ferent calculi, for it requires of the calculus little more than a notion of reduction—the
'-step of the -calculus.
Barbed congruence is de/ned as the congruence induced by barbed bisimulation.
We write P⇓p if P is observable at p, that is P can accept an input or an output com-
munication with the environment along p, possibly after a series of '-steps; formally
P⇓p is true if P
⇒ P′, for some P′ and  where  is an input or output action at p.
In an untyped calculus, no constraint is made on processes or contexts. In a typed
calculus, it makes sense to compare only processes that obey the same typing. This
leads to the following de/nition of typed barbed bisimulation:
De&nition 3 (Typed barbed bisimulation). A symmetric relation R ⊆ Proc-×Proc-
is a barbed --bisimulation if P R Q implies:
(1) If P '→ P′ then there exists a Q′ such that Q⇒Q′ and P′ R Q′;
(2) for each name p, P⇓p iJ Q⇓p.
Two processes P and Q are barbed --bisimilar, written P u˙- Q, if P R Q, for some
barbed --bisimulation R.
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In the de/nition of barbed congruence, the contexts in which (typed) processes are
tested should be compatible with their type. We call a (/-)-context a context which,
when /lled in with a processes obeying the typing -, becomes a process obeying the
typing . The typing  might contain names not in -; the converse might be true too,
because of binders in the context which embrace the hole.
De&nition 4. We write ¡E - if, for each x on which - is de/ned, also  is de/ned
and (x)6-(x).
De&nition 5 ((/-)-context). Given type environments  and - and a process context
C, we say that C is a (/-)-context if   C assuming the following additional typing
rule for the hole [ ] of C:
′¡E -
′  [ ] ;
(where ′ is a metavariable over type environments and - is one of the given type
environments).
Example 3.1. Consider the process Tax|P. If -  Tax|P then a∈ dom(-). Given the
context C[−] =(%a:T )([−] | Q), the environment  used to type C should contain
assumptions about the new free names introduced by Q, but it would not contain a
(because of the restriction).
De&nition 6 (Typed barbed congruence). Two processes P;Q∈Proc- are barbed
--congruent, written P u- Q, if, for each type environment  and (/-)-context C,
we have C[P] u˙ C[Q].
In the remainder of the chapter, we write P u- Q without recalling the assumption
that P and Q are well-typed in -.
3.6. Typed bisimilarity
Barbed congruence requires a quanti/cation over all contexts. Therefore proving
process equalities can be heavy. Against this, it is important to have powerful proof
techniques. One such technique consists in using labelled bisimilarities whose de/nition
does not require context quanti/cation. For this, the labelled bisimilarity relation must
be contained in barbed congruence.
In this section we present a simpli/ed version of Boreale and Sangiorgi’s typed
bisimulation [8]. The simpli/cation makes the de/nition of typed bisimulation simpler,
but we loose the characterization in terms of typed barbed congruence. Instead, we
only achieve that typed bisimulation, under certain conditions, implies typed barbed
congruence, which is suEcient for our purposes.
The diJerence between typed and untyped labelled bisimulation is, that in a typed
bisimulation we restrict the actions that we need to match in order for two processes
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to be bisimilar. The restrictions are based on the knowledge about the type of names
that the environment knows. For instance, assume that p :Tw
w
is an assumption in 
and that   P; Q. If we want to show Pu Q directly, we have to consider how
P and Q behave in all contexts that have a hole respecting . If we are to show
this using bisimilarity, we should only consider transitions that are compatible with
the environment knowledge about the type of names. Therefore, if P
→ P′ with p as
subject, and  is an output action, then Q must match this with an action Q
→ Q′.
But if  is an input action at p, then Q does not need to not match it, because the
environment is not able to observe such actions (the environment has only the input
capability on p). The name we receive on p, say q, is a name that the environment
can use for output, so output actions of P and Q at q are not observable.
A typed labelled bisimulation therefore contains triples (.; P; Q) where . is, roughly,
a type environment (more precisely, it is a multiset type environment). Intuitively
(.; P; Q) being in a typed bisimulation means that P and Q are indistinguishable by an
observer whose use of names respect the type information in .. The type environment
gives us an estimate of the type information that an observer interacting with the
process may know. An observer may not know more than what the type environment
indicates. Consequently, the observer may only see those actions of the processes that
are well-typed with respect to the type environment. When P and Q perform actions,
the observer’s knowledge changes as well; therefore . has to be updated. For instance,
if . contains the assignment p :T r, meaning that the environment can see outputs of
the processes at p, and P and Q export a local name, performing actions P
(%n:S) Tpn−−−→ P′
and Q
(%n:S) Tpn−−−→ Q′, respectively, then the update of . is .; n :T (because T represents
the observer’s view of the name received along p).
We use . to range over multiset type environments. These are de/ned like type
environments, but a name may appear in . more than once. We de/ne type judg-
ments, . MS v :T and . MS P, using the same inference rules as for ordinary typing
(Tables 7–9) except that the rule (TV-BASE) is replaced by the following rule:
(TV-BASE MS)
(p; T ) ∈ .
. MS p :T
Observe that (TV-BASE MS) allows us to give the same name diJerent types. For
instance, if .= {(p; Tw); (p; T r)}, then . MS 〈p;p〉 : 〈Tw; T r〉 (such a situation could
arise if a process creates the name p, with type T b, and then communicates it twice
on two channels having types T r
w
and Tw
w
, respectively).
Multiset type environment can contain contradictory assumptions (for instance, two
unrelated type assignments to the same name); the following well-formedness predicate
is to rule out such environments.
De&nition 7. Let . be a multiset type environment. We say that . is well-formed
under a type environment  if for all (p; T )∈.,   p :T .
We say that . is well-formed, if there exists a type environment , such that . is
well-formed under .
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For .= {(p; Tw); (p; T r)}, a type environment under which . is well-formed would
be =p :T b. On the other hand, if .= {(p; T ); (p; 〈S1; S2〉)} no type environment
under which . is well-formed exists.
Since values are structured, a transition can contain more than one name. Below,
typeof is a partial function that maps a pair (v; T ) of a -calculus value and a type to
a set of pairs {(xi; Ti) i∈I} of names and types. Intuitively, typeof extracts the names
contained in v together with their type, as derived from T .
De&nition 8. The partial function typeof(v; T ) associates a type to the names in v,
assuming v has type T
typeof(p; T ), {(p; T )}
typeof(〈v1 : : : vn〉; 〈T1 : : : Tn〉),
n⋃
i=1
typeof(vi; Ti)
typeof(li v; [ l1 T1 : : : ln Tn ]), typeof(v; Ti) if i∈ 1::n
typeof(v; (X )S), typeof(v; S{(X )S=X}) if v ∈ Names
Lemma 9. typeof (v; T ) = {(pi; Ti)}i∈I implies {(pi; Ti)}i∈I MS v : T .
Proof. Induction in the structure of v.
To re;ect update of the environments knowledge, we de/ne an operational semantics
for multiset type environments. As hinted at above, intuitively .
→ .′ means that an
observer with knowledge . can see the action  from the tested processes and then
becomes an observer with knowledge .′.
De&nition 10.
(1) . '→ .
(2)
. MS p:Sr n˜ ∩ n(.) = ∅
.
(%n˜) Tpv−−−→ .; typeof(v; S)
(3)
. MS p:Sw n˜ = n(v)− n(.) .; n˜:T˜ MS v:S
.
pv−→ .; n˜:T˜
A typed relation R is a set of triples of the form (.; P; Q), with the property that
for all (.; P; Q)∈R, there exists a type environment , such that   P;Q and . is
well-formed under .
Below, if  is an output action (%n˜:T˜ ) Tpv, then || is (%n˜) Tpv; if  is an input or a
'-action, then ||= .
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De&nition 11 (Typed bisimulation). A symmetric typed relation R is a typed bisimu-
lation if (.; P; Q)∈R implies: if P → P′, then there are .′ and Q′ such that
• . ||→ .′,
• Q 
′
→ Q′ with |′|= ||,
• and (.′; P′; Q′)∈R.
If (.; P; Q)∈R for some typed bisimulation, we say that P and Q are typed bisimilar
under ., written P ∼. Q.
In the above de/nition, we may replace (.′; P′; Q′) with (.′′; P′; Q′), for .′′=
.′ ∩ fn(P′; Q′), removing unused names from .′.
Typed bisimulation is preserved by parallel composition and restriction [8]:
Theorem 12. Suppose that P ∼. Q, then
• if .  R, then P|R ∼. Q|R.
• if . is well-formed under both ;p:S and ;p:T , and also both ;p:S  P and
;p:T  Q hold, then (%p:S)P ∼. (%p:T )Q.
As stated in the introduction of this section, we want to use typed bisimulation to
prove results for typed barbed congruence. For this the following theorems suEce (the
general result relating typed bisimulation to typed barbed congruence is more complex).
The following theorem is essentially a consequence of Theorem 12.
Theorem 13. Suppose that P ∼p : T r Q, and that p is used only in output subject
position in both P and Q, then P up:Tw Q.
Proof techniques of the ordinary untyped bisimulations, can be adapted to the typed
bisimulation. Here, we show a version of the up-to-parallel-composition technique.
If R is a typed relation, then we write (.; P; Q)∈ R˜ if the following conditions
hold:
(1) for some n; P=
∏
i∈1:: n Pi and Q=
∏
i∈1:: n Qi;
(2) for all i: either Pi =Qi or (.; Pi; Qi)∈R;
(3) there is no name p and processes Ph and Pk (h = k; h; k ∈ 1::n) such that: p is
free in both Ph and Pk ; and p is free in Ph or Pk in input subject position;
(4) all Pi’s are well-typed under a type environment where the r tag does not occur
at all;
(5) conditions (3) and (4) holds also for the Qi’s.
We combine the up-to parallel composition technique with some up-to injective substi-
tutions; the soundness of the technique (Theorem 15) is proved in the standard fashion
as for untyped calculi. (See for instance an analogous result for ready simulation in
the appendix.)
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De&nition 14 (Typed bisimulation up-to parallel composition). A symmetric typed re-
lation R is a typed bisimulation up-to parallel composition if (.; P; Q)∈R implies:
if P
→ P′ then there are .′ and Q′ such that
• . ||→ .′,
• Q 
′
→ Q′ with |′= ||,
• there are P′′; Q′′ and an injective substitution  such that P′′ ∼.′ P′ and
Q′′ ∼.′ Q′ and (.′; P′′; Q′′)∈R˜.
Theorem 15. If R is a typed bisimulation up-to parallel composition and (.; P; Q)∈
R then P ∼. Q.
4. The interpretation
To understand the -calculus interpretation, it may be helpful to see /rst an inter-
mediate interpretation into the Higher-Order -calculus (HO) [29], an extension of
the -calculus where arguments of communications and recursive de/nitions may be,
besides names, also abstractions, i.e., parameterized processes. For the interpretation of
the Imperative &-calculus, we only need abstractions in recursive de/nitions. More pre-
cisely, we need certain parameters of recursive de/nitions to be functions from names
to processes. An example of such a recursive de/nition is
K(f;p), p(x):(f〈p〉|K〈f; x〉)
Here, f is a function parameter, and p a name parameter; f〈p〉 is the process obtained
by applying function f to name p. We write functions from names to processes using
a lambda notation, like in (x; y):P. The interpretation into HO is shown in Table 10.
We have omitted the type annotations. 3
The translation {|a|}p of an Imperative &-calculus term a is located at a channel p.
When a is an object value, with methods li (i∈ 1::n), its translation is a process whose
/rst action is to signal its valuehood by providing an access name s to its value-core,
which is a process of the form OB〈f1 : : : fn; s〉. This process is ready to accept along
the access name s requests of selection, update and cloning for the methods lj. The
body of a method lj is the function fj; the set of these functions form the state of
OB〈f1 : : : fn; s〉. In the translation, we assume the set of &-calculus variables SVar to
be a subset of the set of -calculus Names, and that SVar is disjoint from the set of
reply channels (denoted by p; q and r) and from the set of access names (denoted by
s). Furthermore, we use the derived construct introduced in Section 3.4.
We explain the behavior of OB〈f1 : : : fn; s〉 on operations of selection, update and
cloning. In case of a select operation lj sel p (which reads “activate method lj and
use p as location for the resulting object”) the body fj of method lj is activated,
3 We are omitting type annotations for ease of reading; they would however be necessary to make the
de/nition formal. Types are taken into account in the interpretations into the -calculus in Table 11.
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Table 10
The intermediate translation into HO (sketch)
{|[li=&(xi)bi i∈1::n]|}p , (%s)( Tps | OB〈(x1; r):{|b1|}r : : : (xn; r):{|bn|}r ; s〉)
{|a:lj|}p , (%q)({|a|}q | q(x) : Tx lj sel p)
{|a:lj ⇐ &(xj)b|}p , (%q)({|a|}q | q(x) : Tx lj upd 〈p; (xj; r):{|b|}r〉)
{|x|}p , Tpx
{|clone(a)|}p , (%q)({|a|}q | q(x) : Tx clone p)
{|let x=a in b|}p , (%q)({|a|}q | q(x):{|b|}p)
where OB is de/ned as:
OB(f1 : : : fn; s) ,
s[j∈1:: n lj [ sel (x) . fj〈s; x〉 | OB〈f1 : : : fn; s〉;
upd (x; y) . Tx s | OB〈f1 : : : fj−i ; y; fj+1 : : : fn; s〉 ];
clone (x) . OB〈f1 : : : fn; s〉 | (%s′)( Tx s′ | OB〈f1 : : : fn; s′〉)]
with arguments 〈s; p〉; argument s, the access name of the value-core OB〈f1 : : : fn; s〉,
represents the self-parameter. An update request lj upd 〈p;f〉 (which reads “replace
current method body for lj with f, and use p as the location of the resulting object
value”) results in a side eJect on OB, whereby the jth component of its state is
updated to f. (We choose to use a translation using nested variant tags, instead of one
with ;at tags, as we feel this makes the translation of types found at the end of this
section more enlightening.) In a clone request clone p (which reads “create a copy
of the current object at location p”), a new object is created that has the same value-
core OB〈f1 : : : fn; s〉. Note the recursive de/nition of OB〈f1 : : : fn; s〉, which shows that
OB〈f1 : : : fn; s〉 may accept arbitrarily many requests at s.
Now, following the translation of HO into -calculus [29], we can turn the previous
interpretation into a -calculus one. Therefore, it suEces to make a recursive call with
a functional argument, like K〈x:P〉, into a /rst-order recursive call whose argument
is a trigger name (pointer) to the function, as in
(%t)(K〈t〉 | !t(x):P):
Correspondingly, a function application becomes an output of the arguments of the
function along the trigger names to the function. The result of this transformation,
with the addition of type annotations, is presented in Table 11.
Just as in the interpretation of &-calculi into the -calculus [2], our translation of the
terms has an environment E as parameter in order to put the necessary type annotations
in the translation of method selection. This parameter could be avoided by providing,
for instance, more type information on the syntax of method selection. We assume that
p; q; r; t; s : : : are not &-calculus variables.
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Table 11
The interpretation of the Imperative &-calculus into the -calculus
{|[li=&(xi :A)bi i∈1:: n]|}Ep , (%s:{|A|}b)
(
Tps | (%ti:T bA;i i∈1:: n)
(
OBA〈t1 : : : tn; s〉
∏
i∈1:: n!ti(xi; r):{|bi|}E;xi :Ar
))
{|a:lj|}Ep , (%q:{|[lj:Bj]|}w
b
)({|a|}Eq | q(x): Tx lj sel p)
{|a:lj ⇐ &(xj : A):b|}Ep , (%q:{|A|}w
b
)({|a|}Eq | (%t:T bA;j)q(x):( Tx lj upd 〈p; t〉 | !t(xj; r):{|b|}
E;xj :A
r ))
{|x|}Ep , Tpx
{|clone(a)|}Ep , (%q:{|A|}w
b
)({|a|}Eq | q(x): Tx clone p)
{|let x:A=a in b|}Ep , (%q:{|A|}w
b
)({|a|}Eq | q(x):{|b|}E;x:Ap )
The object manager OBA is de/ned as
OBA(t1:TwA; 1 : : : tn:T
w
A;n; s:{|A|}b) ,
s[i∈1:: n li [ sel (x) . Tt i〈s; x〉 | OBA〈t1 : : : tn; s〉;
upd (x; y) . Tx s | OBA〈t1 : : : ti−1; y; ti+1 : : : tn; s〉 ];
clone (x) . OBA〈t1 : : : tn; s〉 | (%s′:{|A|}b)( Tx s′ | OBA〈t1 : : : tn; s′〉)]
and where
• in the encoding of object values and update, A= [li :Bi i∈1:: n] and TA; j , 〈{|A|}w ; {|Bj|}ww 〉;
• in the encoding of selection, Bj is the unique type such that E  a:[: : : ; lj:Bj; : : :] holds, if one
such judgment exists (the uniqueness of this type if a consequence of the minimum-type property
of the type system for the Imperative &-calculus, Lemma 1), Bj can be any type otherwise; in the
encoding of clone, A is the unique type such that E  a : A;
• in the rule for update, x does not occur free in b.
In the remainder of the paper, we shall call a process of the form OBA〈t1 : : : tn; s〉 an
object manager (in the interpretation of an object, OBA〈t1 : : : tn; s〉 acts like an admin-
istrator for the object; it “owns” the object methods, in the sense that it is only object
managers which can reach them, via names bi’s).
Finally, we need to show how to translate types. For this it suEces to follow the
de/nition of the object manager. The translation of an object type must be a type that
speci/es repeated selection, update and clone operations.
{|[li :Bi i∈1:: n]|}, X:[i∈1:: nli[sel {|Bi|}ww ;
upd 〈X ww ; 〈X w; {|Bi|}ww〉w〉 ];
clone X w
w
]:
(1)
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The pattern of occurrences of w tags is determined by the protocol that implements
select and update operations. What is important, however, is the level of nesting of w
tags: an even number of nesting gives covariance, whereas an odd number of nesting
gives contravariance. Thus, the component {|Bj|} is in covariant position on selection,
and in contravariant position on update. This explains the invariance of object types
on the common components, in rule (SUB OBJ) (the interpretation of the Imperative &-
calculus into the -calculus [2] does the same). Type environments are then interpreted
componentwise as
{|∅|}, ∅;
{|; x:A|}, {||}; x:{|A|}w:
5. Simplifying the imperative part of the encoding
In the interpretation of the Imperative &-calculus in Section 4, the key component is
the object manager OB. This process is given as a recursive de/nition in which certain
parameters may change over time. Having a state, this process may be regarded as
“imperative”.
In this section, we modify the encoding, so that the only imperative processes are
cell-like processes, each of which just stores a name. All remaining processes will
be stateless, and may therefore be regarded as “functional”. We thus obtain a clean
separation of the interpretation into a functional part and a very simple imperative part.
This factorization is useful because
(1) It allows us take full advantage of various -calculus proof techniques for func-
tional names and functional processes.
(2) It shows what—we believe—are the simplest non-functional -calculus
processes that are needed for translating the imperative features of the Impera-
tive &-calculus.
We discuss functional names and processes, informally, below.
5.1. Functional names and functional processes
A -calculus name is functional if its response to incoming messages does not change
over time. To spell this out more clearly, a name a is functional if the input oJered at a
is persistent and uniform. That is, an input at a is always available—at least as long as
there are processes that could send messages at a—and the continuation underneath an
input on a is always syntactically the same. Thus, messages sent at a can be processed
immediately, and all messages are processed in the same way. Typically, a name a is
functional if it only appears in subexpressions of the form
(%a)(!a(p):P | Q); (2)
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where P and Q only possess the output capability on a, or of the form
(%a)(a(p):P | Q) (3)
if, in addition, a can only be used once in output. (In [32] names obeying these
constraints are called uniformly receptive.)
Functional names have advantages. First, they can be implemented more eEciently
than arbitrary names. For instance, in PICT [28], a programming language based on
the -calculus, the compiler may recognize functional names and will then perform
optimizations in the code that implements communications.
Another advantage of functional names is their algebraic properties, among which
(1) Copying or distributivity laws such as
(%a)(!a(b):P | Q | R) = (%a)(!a(b):P|Q) | (%a)(!a(b):Q|R):
Their eJect is to localize computation. In this way, analyzing a process behavior
becomes easier.
(2) '-insensitiveness: interactions along a functional name cannot aJect the future
behavior of a process. As a consequence, when comparing the behavior of two
processes, there are fewer con/gurations to take into account.
Let us call a process functional, if all inputs made by the process during its lifetime
are at functional names. Functional languages may be interpreted into a sublanguage
of the -calculus in which all names are functional. For instance, in the encodings of
call-by-name and call-by-value -calculus [21] and of the Functional &-calculus [31],
all input pre/xes are of, or can be put into, the format (2) or (3).
5.2. The factorized encoding
The new, factorized, encoding is de/ned in Table 12. To enhance readability we
omit types, as they are the same as in the previous encoding. Only the translation of
object values changes. Previously, the access name of the methods was part of (the
state of) the object manager. By contrast, now a level of indirection is introduced,
such that when updating a method, the indirection, instead of the object manager, is
changed; this way the object manager becomes functional.
A cell Cell〈; n〉 stores a pointer n to a method; and can be accessed for read
and write operations at  ( is also used to denote a location in the operational
semantics for the Imperative &-calculus, but as we shall later need to translate lo-
cations into -calculus names, we assume locations to be a subset of the set of
-calculus names). The cells are the only imperative processes in the encoding. Being
imperative, a cell can be shared by several clients, but may not be copied among
them. By contrast, all other resources are functional and they may be copied among
their clients. A cell will accept two messages: read and write, with the expected
meaning. A read operation has a /rst step in which a client sends a return chan-
nel, and a second step where the cell communicates its value along the return
channel.
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Table 12
The factorized encoding
Below, we let ˜ denote 1 : : : n, and ˜ ′ denote ′1 : : : 
′
n.
<[li=&(xi :A)bi i∈1:: n]=p , (%s)
(
Tps | (%˜) (OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉 |∏
i∈1:: n(%ti) (Cell〈i ; ti〉 | !ti(xi; r) : <bi = r))
)
The other clauses are as for the original translation in Table 11.
The object manager is now de/ned thus:
OBf(˜; s) ,
!s[i∈1::n li
[
sel (x) . (%g) ( Ti read g:g(m): Tm 〈s; x〉);
upd (x; y) . Tiwrite y: Tx s)
]
;
clone (x) . (%˜ ′; s′)(OBf〈˜ ′; s′〉 | Copyn〈˜; ˜ ′; x; s′〉) ]
where Cell(; m) and Copyn (n¿0) are de/ned as:
Cell(; m), [ read (x) . Cell〈; m〉 | Txm;
write (y) . Cell〈; y〉]
Copyn(˜; ˜ ′; x; s), (%g)nread g:g(m):(Cell〈′n; m〉 | Copyn−1〈˜; ˜ ′; x; s〉)
Copy0(˜; ˜ ′; x; s), Tx s
The copy operator Copy is used to create new cells in a clone operation. The oper-
ator Copyn(˜; ˜ ′; x; s) creates sequentially n new cells located at the names ˜ ′ with the
contents of the cells located at ˜, signaling completion by sending the name s on x.
The creation of the cell cannot be made parallel, as in
Copyn(˜; ˜ ′; x; s),
∏
i∈1::n (%g)(iread g:g(m) :Cell〈′i ; m〉) | Txs;
because this would free the acknowledgment of the clone operation too early, which
can lead to unexpected eJects. For instance, this happens in the translation of the
expression
let x=a in let y=clone(x) in x:lj⇐ &(z)b:
Since the acknowledgment of the clone operation can be sent before the cell for the
method lj has been copied, y may end up having a cell pointing to the new lj method
of x instead of the old. Therefore the copy operation has to ensure that the acknowl-
edgment is sent after all the new cells have been created.
This factorized encoding is less compact, but has a simpler correctness proof than
that of the previous encoding of Section 4. In the next section, we exploit this factorized
encoding for proving the correctness of the original one.
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6. Correctness of the interpretation
6.1. Correctness of the interpretation of types
For proving the correctness of our translation of types we can, essentially, reuse the
analogous proofs for the interpretation of the Functional &-calculus [31] (discussed in
Section 7). We shall therefore only state the results of correctness of the translation of
types and refer the interested reader to [31] for proofs.
Theorem 16 (Correctness of subtyping).For all A; B, it holds that  A¡:B i? ∅  {|A|}
6{|B|}.
This result allows us to reason about the subtype relation for the Imperative
&-calculus using its translation into the type system for the -calculus. It is also essential
for the following theorem.
Theorem 17 (Correctness of type judgments).
(1) If E  a:A then, for all p, it holds that {|E|}; p:{|A|}ww  {|a|}Ep .
(2) If {|E|}; p:{|A|}ww  {|a|}Ep , then E  a:A.
The relation between type judgments in the Imperative &-calculus and in the trans-
lation allows us to prove properties about the Imperative &-calculus that rely on types
using the translation (see Section 8).
6.2. Operational correctness
The proof of the correctness of the interpretation with respect to the operational
semantics of Abadi and Cardelli has a few tricky points. First of all, we need to
extend the translation to deal with con/gurations (objects plus stores plus stacks) in
the semantics. We therefore need to add translations of stores (), stacks (S) and
values (v), so that we can relate the semantics of the Imperative &-calculus to the
behavior of the encoding. We found it quite diEcult to make such an extension of the
original encoding {|− |} of Section 4, due to sharing of closures, which is inevitable in
the Imperative &-calculus .
To understand the problem, let us try to come up with a translation for a con/guration
 ·S  a. A stack maps variables to values and values are the object managers in our
encoding. Finally, stores map locations to closures. This suggests the encoding of the
elements of stacks, stores and con/gurations, respectively, as shown in Table 13.
Unfortunately, this does not work due to sharing and method override. To see the
problem, consider the con/guration
 ·S  [l1=&(x)b; l2=&(x)(y:lj⇐ &(x)b′; x)]:l2
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Table 13
Proposal for translation of values, stores and stacks
{|x → [li=i i∈1:: n]|}, OB〈1 : : : n; x〉
{| → 〈&(x)b;S〉|}, (%dom(S))({|S|} | !(x; r):{|b|}r)
{| ·S  a|}p = (%dom())({||} | (%dom(S))({|S|} | {|a|}p))
with S=y 
→ [li=i i∈1:: n]. When evaluating this expression, we have the following
con/guration:
; 1 
→ 〈&(x)b;S〉; 2 
→ 〈&(x)y:lj⇐ &(x)b′; x;S〉 ·
S; x 
→ [l1=1; l2=2] 
y:lj⇐ &(x)b′; x (4)
Now, in our proposed translation of Table 13, only the object manager in the currently
active stack (the one in line 2 of (4)) is updated, the object managers hidden in the
store (the two S’s in line 1 of (4)) will remain the same and refer to the original lj
method, so the method update will only occur locally. We solve this problem using
the factorized encoding < − = of Section 5.
6.2.1. Operational correctness of the factorized encoding
In the factorized encoding, stores and stacks can be translated as proposed in
Table 13; a store binds closures to locations, so here we locate a cell at the loca-
tion holding the address of the method closure (which is the translation of a method
together with a private stack). One can think of a cell as implementing a single entry
of a store. A cell is located at some name  and has contents which can be read and
overridden.
<∅=, 0;
< 
→ 〈&(x)b;S〉; =, (%dom(S); t)(Cell〈; t〉 | !t(x; r):<b=r | <S=) | <=:
A stack binds values to variables; each such binding is translated by means of an object
manager located on the variable name.
<∅=, 0;
<x 
→ [li=i i∈1:: n];S=,OBf〈1 : : : n; x〉 | <S=:
We have two types of con/gurations in the operational semantics of the Imperative
&-calculus; initial con/gurations of the form  ·S  a and /nal con/gurations on the
form v · . They are translated as follows:
< ·S  a=p, (%dom()) (<= | (%dom(S)) (<S= | <a=p));
<[li=i i∈1:: n] · =p, (%s; dom()) ( Tps | OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉 | <=):
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That is, in both cases, we simply translate each component of the con/gurations and
appropriately hide their access names.
The proofs of the following results, relating the operational semantics for the
Imperative &-calculus to the behavior of the translation, rely heavily on the functional
nature of functional object managers and translated methods located at trigger names.
We need a law, like the following distributivity law, that allows us to create private
versions of an input replicated process.
(%p) (!p(x):P | Q1 | Q2) = (%p) (!p(x):P | Q1) | (%p) (!p(x):P | Q2):
For this law to be true, two properties must hold: (1) Q1 and Q2 do not contain
p in input subject position, (2) p, if exported to the environment, is only used in
output.
By inspection of the translation we see that it respects requirement 1 (when an
object manager or method is created its name is new, and names received are only
used in output). And the translation of types (Eq. (1)) ensures requirement 2 because
only write-tags are used. This implies that we can safely distribute object managers
and translated methods. In the remainder of this paper, for simplicity, we omit types in
the symbol denoting typed bisimulation, writing P∼Q instead of P∼. Q for some ..
The reason is that the only places where types are important are in the applications
of the above distributivity law to guarantee property 2; this property will be trivially
true because only the output capability can be communicated. We use typed bisimu-
lation instead of typed barbed congruence because typed bisimulation, being de/ned
as a bisimulation, commutes with the transition relation. We shall also, to enhance
readability, silently discard restrictions of names not occurring free in the underlying
process, writing P instead of (%q)P if q ∈ fv(P) (formally the two expressions are
barbed congruent).
Before we start on the proof of operational correctness, we need the following de/-
nition and lemma, stating that the translation of con/gurations in the semantics of the
Imperative &-calculus can always be transformed into a normal form. The reason why
we can do this is that we know exactly which part of the translation can make the
system evolve.
In the following, unless otherwise mentioned, we assume that con/gurations  ·S  a
and [li=i i∈1:: n] ·  are well-formed, that is,  ·S  	, fv(a)⊆ dom(S), and 1 : : : n ∈
dom(). Furthermore, to increase readability, we let (%) denote (%dom()) and (%S)
denote (%dom(S)) in the rest of this section.
De&nition 18. Let P(q; p) be given by the following grammar:
P(q; p) ::= q(x): Tx lj sel p
| q(x): Txclone p
| (%S) (<S= | (%t)q(x) :( Tx lj upd 〈p; t〉 | !t(x; r) : <b= r))
| (%S) (<S= | q(x) : <b=p)
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Let C(p; q) be given by
C(q; p) ::= (%r)(P〈q; r〉 | C〈r; p〉)
| q .p
where q .p, a destructive link from q to p, is an abbreviation for q(x): Tpx.
In the above de/nition P(q; p) represents single actions that can happen to an object
and C(q; p) represents a sequential list of actions. The reason why the two last cases
in the de/nition of P(q; p) contain the translation of a stack S is that both method
update and the let construct include an object that needs a stack.
The following lemma states that the translation of any con/guration  ·S  a is
typed bisimilar to an object manager OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉 which is the translation of an
object value [li=i i∈1:: n], an extension of the store  and a C〈p; q〉.
Lemma 19. For all stores , stacks S, and objects a, there exists a C〈q′; p〉 and a
store ′ with dom()⊆ dom(′) and 1 : : : n⊆ dom(′) such that
(%) (<= | (%q) ((%S) (<S= | <a=q) | q .p))
∼ (%′) (<′= | (%q′) ((%s) (OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉 | Tq ′s) | C〈q′; p〉)):
Proof. Straightforward structural induction on a for the more general case,
(%) (<= | (%q) ((%S) (<S= | <a=q) | C〈q; p〉)); (5)
using the distributivity of the functional processes that represent object managers in
S. Below, we show a few of the cases.
a = [li=&(xi)bi i∈1:: n]: the translation of (5) is
(%) (<= | (%q) ((%S) (<S= | (%s) ( Tqs | (%1 : : : n) (OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉 |∏
i∈1:: n(%ti) (Cell〈i; ti〉 | !ti(xi; r) : <bi=r)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pi
))) | C〈q; p〉)):
We can now distribute S underneath the restriction in each process (%bi)(Pi), and
for some <′′= we have <′′==
∏
i∈1:: n(%S; bi)(Pi | <S=). By alpha conversion we can
assume {1 : : : n} ∩ dom()= ∅, hence we can “move” ′′ next to  and get
(%; 1 : : : n) (<= | <′′= | (%q) ((%s) ( Tqs | OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉) | C〈q; p〉)):
By letting ′= ′′; C〈q′; p〉=C〈q; p〉, and q′= q we get the result.
a = x: the translation of (5) is
(%) (<= | (%q) ((%S) (<S= | Tqx) | C〈q; p〉)): (6)
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By assumption x∈S, so there is an object manager OBf〈1 : : : n; x〉 in <S=. Since
S  	 we have (6) bisimilar to
(%) (<= | (%q) ((%S− {x})<S= | (%x) (OBf〈1 : : : n; x〉 | Tqx) | C〈q; p〉)):
We can now garbage-collect (%S− {x})<S= and obtain the desired result
(%) (<= | (%q) ((%x) (OBf〈1 : : : n; x〉 | Tqx) | C〈q; p〉)):
a= let x=b in c: the translation of (5) is
(%) (<= | (%q) ((%S) (<S= | (%r) (<b=r | r(x) : <c=q) | C〈q; p〉)):
We can use the functional nature of S and distribute it among b and c, getting
(%) (<= | (%q) ((%r) ((%S) (<S= | <b=r)|(%S) (<S= | r(x) : <c=q)) | C〈q; p〉)):
We can now abbreviate (%S) (<S= | r(x) : <c=q) | C〈q; p〉 as C〈r; p〉, then, by induction,
there exists a C〈q′; p〉; ′; OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉 such that
(%) (<= | (%q) ((%r) ((%S) (<S= | <b=r) | C〈r; p〉))
∼ (%′) (<′= | (%q′) ((%s) (OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉 | Tq ′s) | C〈q′; p〉))
We can now prove the operational correctness of the factorized encoding. The follow-
ing lemma describes how each operation (method activation, cloning, method update,
and let) on an object value is mimicked by a series of deterministic '-steps in the
translation.
Lemma 20. For all stores , stacks S, and objects values [li=i i∈1:: n], with  ·S  	
and i ∈ dom() (∀i∈ 1::n), the following holds:
Method activation:
(%) (<= | (%q) (<[li=i i∈1:: n]=q | (%p) (q(x): Tx lj sel p |C〈p;p∗〉)))
'⇒d∼
(%)(<= | (%p) ((%S; xj) (<bj=p | <S; xj 
→ [li=i i∈1:: n]=) | C〈p;p∗〉))
with (j) = 〈&(xj)bj;S〉 and j ∈ 1::n:
Cloning:
(%) (<= | (%q) (<[li=i i∈1:: n]=q | (%p) (q(x): Txclone p |C〈p;p∗〉)))
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'⇒d∼
(%; ′1 : : : 
′
n)( <; ′i 
→ (i) i∈1:: n= |
(%p) ((%s′)( Tps′ | OB〈′1 : : : ′n; s′〉) | C〈p;p∗〉))
with ′1 : : : 
′
n ∈ dom()
Method update:
(%) (<= | (%q) (<[li=i i∈1:: n]=q | (%p) ((%S)(<S= |
(%t)q(x):( Tx lj upd 〈t; p〉 | !t(x; r) : <b= r)) | C〈p;p∗〉)))
'⇒d∼
(%) (<[j 
→ 〈&(x)b;S〉]= | (%p) ((%s)( Tps | OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉) | C〈p;p∗〉))
with j ∈ 1::n:
The let construct:
(%) (<= | (%q) (<[li=i i∈1:: n]=q | (%p) ((%S) (<S= | q(x):<b=p) |C〈p;p∗〉)))
'⇒d∼
(%)(<= | (%p) ((%S; x) (<b=p | <S; x 
→ [li=i i∈1:: n]=) | C〈p;p∗〉))
Proof. By inspection of the possible transitions for each case. Here we only consider
method activation (the /rst case). Here, as in other proofs, we silently garbage collect
restrictions when possible.
(%) (<= | (%q) (<[li=i i∈1:: n]=q | (%p) (q(x): Tx lj sel p |C〈p;p∗〉)))
= (%) (<= | (%q) ((%s) ( Tqs | OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉) |
(%p) (q(x): Tx lj sel p | C〈p;p∗〉)))
'→ d (%) (<= | (%s) (OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉 | (%p) ( Ts lj sel p | C〈p;p∗〉)))
'→ 3d (%) (<= | (%s) (OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉 |
(%p; g) (T jread g:g(m) : Tm〈s; p〉 | C〈p;p∗〉)))
Now the object manager has started a process that will read the contents of the cell
located at j. By assumption there exists a j ∈ , with (j)= 〈&(xj)bj;S〉. The trans-
lation (j) is (%tj;S) (Cell〈j; tj〉 | !tj(x; r) : <bj=r | <S=). We can now use the func-
tional nature of <S= and !tj(x; r) : <bj= r to create private copies for the activation of the
method bj:
'→ 2d∼ (%) ( <= | (%s) (OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉 | (%p; g) ((%tj) ( Tgtj |
(%S) (!tj(x; r) : <bj= r | <S=) | g(m) : Tm〈s; p〉) | C〈p;p∗〉)))
'→d∼ (%) ( <= | (%s)(OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉 |
(%p) ((%tj) ((%S) (!tj(x; r) : <bj= r | <S=) | tj〈s; p〉) | C〈p;p∗〉)))
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After having activated the method bj, we can garbage collect !tj(x; r) : <bj= r and get the
result
'→d∼ (%) (<= | (%s) (OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉 |
(%p) ((%S) (<bj=p{s=xj} | <S=) | C〈p;p∗〉)))
∼ (%) (<= | (%p) ((%S; xj) (<bj=p | <S=|OBf〈1 : : : n; xj〉) | C〈p;p∗〉))
= (%) (<= | (%p) ((%S; xj)(<bj=p |
<S; xj 
→ [li=i i∈1:: n]=) | C〈p;p∗〉))
Having handled the basic operations on object values, we can now proceed to show-
ing how the operational semantics of the Imperative &-calculus is mimicked by the
translation.
Lemma 21. If  ·S  aR v · ′ then
(%) (<= | (%q) ((%S) (<S= | <a=q) | C〈q; p〉))
⇒ ∼ (%′) (<′= | (%q) (<v=q | C〈q; p〉)):
Proof. We prove the lemma using induction on the structure of the inference of
 · S  aR v · ′.
(VARI): by the rule (VARI), the stack S must be of the form S′; x 
→ [li=i i∈1:: n].
We now garbage collect unused parts of the stack (all of S′) to get the desired
result
(%) (<= | (%q) ((%S′; x) (<S′= | OBf〈1 : : : n; x〉 | Tqx) | C〈q; p〉))
∼ (%) (<= | (%q) ((%x)(OBf〈1 : : : n; x〉 | Tqx) | C〈q; p〉))
= (%) (<= | (%q) (<[li=i i∈1:: n]=q | C〈q; p〉))
(OBJI): following the encoding of objects we have
(%)
(
<= | (%q) ((%S) (<S= | (%1 : : : n; s) ( Tqs | OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉 |∏
i∈1:: n(%ti)(Cell〈i; ti〉 | !ti(xi; r) : <bi= r)
) |C〈q; p〉)))
We can distribute the stack to each method, obtaining
∼ (%; 1 : : : n)
(
<=
∣∣∏
i∈1:: n(%ti) (Cell〈i; ti〉 | (%S) (<S= | !ti(xi; r):<bi=r)) |
(%q) ((%s) ( Tqs | OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉) | C〈q; p〉)
)
= (%′) (<′= | (%q) (<[li=i i∈1:: n]=q | C〈q; p〉))
with ′= ; i 
→ 〈&(xi)bi;S〉 for all i∈ 1::n.
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(SELI): by the encoding of method activation we have
(%) (<= | (%q) ((%S) (<S= | (%q′)(<a=q′ | q′(x) : Tx lj sel q)) | C〈q; p〉))
∼ (%) (<= | (%q′) ((%S) (<S= | <a=q′) | (%q) (q′(x) : Tx lj sel q | C〈q; p〉)))
By induction, in a series of '-steps, this evaluates to a process bisimilar to
(%∗) (<∗= | (%q′) (<[li=i i∈1:: n]=q′ | (%q) (q′(x) : Tx lj sel q | C〈q; p〉)))
which again by Lemma 20 evaluates to a process bisimilar to
(%∗) (<∗= | (%q) ((%S′; xj) (<bj=q | <S′; xj 
→ [li=i i∈1:: n]=) | C〈q; p〉))
with ∗(j) = 〈&(xj)bj;S′〉
And again we can use the induction hypothesis to deduce that this evaluates to a
process bisimilar to
(%′) (<′= | (%q) (<v=q | C〈q; p〉))
(UPDI): by the encoding of method update and distributivity of the stack we have
(%) ( <= | (%q) ((%S) (<S= | (%q′) (<a=q′ |
(%t)q′(x) :( Tx lj upd 〈t; q〉 | !t(x; r) : <b=r))) | C〈q; p〉))
∼ (%) ( <= | (%q′) ((%S) (<S= | <a=q′) | (%q) ((%S) (<S= |
(%t)q′(x) :( Tx lj upd 〈t; q〉 | !t(x; r):<b= r)) | C〈q; p〉)))
By induction this evaluates to a process bisimilar to
(%′)( <′= | (%q′) (<[li=i i∈1:: n]=q′ | (%q) (
(%S) (<S= | (%t)q′(x) :( Tx lj upd 〈t; q〉 | !t(x; r) : <b= r)) | C〈q; p〉)))
which by Lemma 20 evaluates to a process bisimilar
(%′) (<′[j 
→ 〈&(x)b;S〉]= | (%q) (<[li=i i∈1:: n]=q | C〈q; p〉))
(CLONEI): by the encoding of cloning we get
(%) (<= | (%q) ((%S) (<S= | (%q′) (<a=q′ | q′(x) : Txclone q) | C〈q; p〉)))
∼ (%) (<= | (%q′) ((%S) (<S= | <a=q′) | (%q) (q′(x) : Txclone q | C〈q; p〉)))
By induction this evaluates to a process bisimilar to
(%′) (<′= | (%q′) (<[li=i i∈1:: n]=q′ | (%q) (q′(x) : Txclone q | C〈q; p〉)))
which by Lemma 20 evaluates to a process bisimilar to
(%′; ′1 : : : 
′
n) (<′; ′i 
→ ′(i) i∈1:: n= | (%q) (<[li = ′i i∈1:: n]=q | C〈q; p〉))
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(LETI): by the encoding of the let construct and distributivity of the stack we have
(%) (<= | (%q) ((%S) (<S= | (%q′) (<a=q′ | q′(x):<b=q)) | C〈q; p〉))
∼ (%) (<= | (%q′) ((%S) (<S= | <a=q′) | (%q) ((%S) (<S= | q′(x) : <b=q) | C〈q; p〉)))
By induction this evaluates a process bisimilar to
(%∗) (<∗= | (%q′) (<v=q′ |(%q) ((%S) (<S= | q′(x) : <b=q) | C〈q; p〉)))
which by Lemma 20 evaluates to a process bisimilar to
(%∗) (<∗= | (%q) ((%S; x) (<b=p | <S; x 
→ v∗=) | C〈q; p〉))
and again by induction we know that this evaluates to a process bisimilar to
(%′) (<′= | (%q) (<v=q | C〈q; p〉))
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 21 we get the following corollary:
Corollary 22. If  ·S  aR v · ′ then < ·S  a=p ⇒ ∼ <v · ′=p.
Lemma 23. If < ·S  a=p↓q, then a is either an object (value) or a variable.
Proof. By inspection of the encoding.
The following lemma relates divergence in the operational semantics for the Imper-
ative &-calculus to divergence of the translation. The lemma shows that if a diverges,
then its translation will also diverge.
Lemma 24. Let R= {< ·S  a=p |  ·S  a⇑;  ·S  a well-typed}. Then for all
P ∈R there exists a P′ such that P '⇒d∼P′ with P′ ∈R.
Proof. We argue by induction on the structure of a. The length of a term is de/ned
the obvious way.
For terms with length 0, the result follows trivially, as there are no terms with length
0. A term can be of the following forms.
• x: this term is always convergent.
• [li=&(xi :A)bi i∈1:: n]: this term is always convergent.
• b:lj: if  ·S  b:lj diverges it can be for one of two reasons; either:
◦  ·S  b diverges, and by induction there exists a Q′ such that < ·S  b=p '⇒d∼
Q′ with Q′ ∈R. Since Q′ ∈R this means that Q′ is of the form <′ ·S′  b′=p.
Therefore also ′ ·S′  b′:lj diverges and its encoding is contained in R. It now
just remains to point out that if
< ·S  b=p '⇒d∼ <′ ·S′  b′=p;
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then
< ·S  b:lj=p '⇒d∼ <′ ·S′  b′:lj=p:
Since everything is well-typed, j is in the range 1 to n.
◦  ·S  bR [li=i i∈1:: n] · ′ and ′ ·S′; x 
→ [li=i i∈1:: n]  c diverges, where
′(j)= 〈&(x)c;S′〉. By Lemmas 21 and 20 we have
< ·S  b:l=p '⇒d∼ <′ ·S′; x 
→ [li=i i∈1:: n]  c=p
and the last term is contained in R.
• b:lj⇐ &(x)c: if  ·S  b:lj⇐ &(x)c diverges is must be because  ·S  b diverges,
and by induction there exists a Q′ such that < ·S  b=p '⇒d∼Q′ with Q′ ∈R. Since
Q′ ∈R this must mean that Q′ is of the form <′ ·S′  b′=. Therefore also ′ ·S′ 
b′:lj⇐ &(x)c diverges and its encoding is contained in R. It now just remains to
point out that if
< ·S  b=p '⇒d∼ <′ ·S′  b′=p;
then
< ·S  b:lj⇐ &(x)c=p '⇒d∼ <′ ·S′  b′:lj⇐ &(x)c=p:
• clone(b): same argument as in the previous case.
• let x=b in c: if  ·S  let x=b in c diverges, then it is either because
◦  ·S  b diverges. By induction there exists a Q′ such that < ·S  b=p '⇒d∼Q′
with Q′ ∈R. This means that Q′ is of the form <′ ·S′  b′= and ′ ·S′  b′
diverges. Therefore also ′ ·S′  let x=b′ in c diverges and its encoding is con-
tained in R. It now just remains to point out that if
< ·S  b=p '⇒d∼ <′ ·S′  b′=p;
then
< ·S  let x=b in c=p '⇒d∼ <′ ·S′  let x=b′ in c=p:
◦  ·S  bR v · ′ and ′ ·S; x 
→ v  c diverges. By Lemmas 21 and 20
< ·S  let x=b in c=p
∼ (%) (<= | (%q) ((%S) (<S= | <b=q) | (%S) (<S= | q(x):<c=p)))
'⇒d∼ (%′) (<′= | (%q) (<v=q | (%S) (<S= | q(x):<c=p)))
'→d∼ (%′) (<′= | (%S; x) (<S; x 
→ v= | <c=p))
= <′ ·S; x 
→ v  c=p
and since ′ ·S; x 
→ v  c⇑ we have <′ ·S; x 
→ v  c=p ∈R.
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Theorem 25. Suppose  ·S  a is well-typed. If < ·S  a=p⇓p, there exists a value
v, and a store ′, s.t.  ·S  aR v · ′.
Proof. We argue by contradiction. Assume that < ·S  a=p⇓ converges but  ·S  a
diverges. But then by Lemma 24 < ·S  a=p should also diverge, which contradicts
our initial assumption.
6.2.2. Relating the original and the factorized encodings
In this section, we study the correctness of the transformation that leads us from the
original encoding of Table 11 to the factorized one of Section 5.
The transformation only aJects the object manager. So, one might hope to show the
original object manager and its transform are related by one of the known notions of
equivalences of the -calculus, i.e. proving
OB〈t1 : : : tn; s〉 = (%1 : : : n)
(
OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉
∣∣∏
i∈1:: n Cell〈i; ti〉
)
:
But this is not true because the process on the right-hand side has a richer behavior,
as shown by the following example.
Example 6.1. The functional object manager can perform the following transition
sequence, which cannot be performed by the imperative counterpart
sl1 sel p−−−−→ sl1 upd 〈p
′ ;t′〉−−−−−−−→ ⇒ Tb
′〈s;p〉−−−−→
A request for a method update can overtake a request for selection of that same method,
resulting in the activation of the new method. This can happen because the functional
object manager is a replicated process that is always ready to accept new requests even
if it has not /nished updating or reading its cells.
The problem is that the original object manager responds to concurrent requests in a
diJerent manner than the functional. However, the contexts in which object managers
work are sequential, so the problem does not appear.
To relate the two encodings we extend the notion of ready simulation [6,16] (in the
latter paper called 2=3-simulation) to the -calculus and prove that the two translations
of an object are in a ready simulation relation. This is a rather weak result, but,
together with the correctness of the factorized encoding, it will suEce to prove the
operational correctness of the original encoding. (Note that we use a weak version of
ready simulation; in the literature we have only found uses of the strong version.)
De&nition 26 (Ready simulation). A relation R is a (weak) ready simulation if PRQ
implies, for any  (with bound names of  not free in P;Q):
(1) If P
→ P′, then there exists a Q′ such that Q ˆ⇒ Q′ and P′RQ′.
(2) If Q
→ Q′, then there exist a P′ such that P ⇒ P′.
We say that Q ready-simulates P, written P≺Q, if PRQ for some ready simulation R.
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Note that ready simulation as de/ned above is untyped and processes compared need
not be well-typed. (We could also have a typed version of ready simulation, but the
untyped version will suEce for our purposes.)
In clause (2) of De/nition 26 we require that if Q
→ Q′ then P ⇒ P′. One might
have expected P
ˆ⇒ P′, but if we did that, a '-move by P could be matched by Q ⇒ Q,
which would make the relation un/t for our use (because this would allow a process
able to do '-move to be matched by a deadlocked process).
In Appendix A we establish some basic theory for ready simulation. We prove
(Theorem 35) that ready simulation is preserved by parallel composition and restriction,
and show the soundness (Theorem 38) of a co-inductive proof technique which allows
us to cut restriction and parallel composition (De/nition 37) similar to the technique
of De/nition 14 for typed bisimulation. With these results at hand we are now able to
prove the key result relating the original and the factorized translation of the Imperative
&-calculus.
Theorem 27.
OB〈t1 : : : tn; s〉≺ (%1 : : : n)
(
OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉
∣∣∏
i∈1:: n Cell〈i; ti〉
)
:
Proof. Let
R =
{(
OB〈t1 : : : tn; s〉; (%1 : : : n)
(
OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉
∣∣∏
i∈1:: n Cell〈i; ti〉
))∣∣ ∀t1 : : : tn; s ∈ Names} :
We claim that R is an ready simulation up-to context (De/nition 37). This together
with Theorem 38 proves the theorem.
If OB〈t1 : : : tn; s〉 → S there are 3 possibilities:
(1) = slj sel p and S =OB〈t1 : : : tn; s〉 | Ttj〈s; p〉
(2) = slj upd 〈p; t〉 and S =OB〈t1 : : : t : : : tn; s〉 | Tps
(3) = sclone p and S =OB〈t1 : : : tn; s〉 | l(%s′)(OB〈t1 : : : tn; s′〉 | Tps′)
In each case it is easy to determine that this can be matched in the required way by
(%1 : : : n)(OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉 |
∏
i∈1:: n Cell〈i; ti〉).
For instance in case (3) we have
(%1 : : : n)
(
OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉
∣∣∏
i∈1:: n Cell〈i; ti〉
)
⇒ (%1 : : : n)
(
OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉
∣∣∏
i∈1:: n Cell〈i; ti〉
) ∣∣
(%s′)
(
(%′1 : : : 
′
n)
(
OBf〈′1 : : : ′n; s′〉
∣∣∏
i∈1:: n Cell〈′i ; ti〉
)∣∣ Tps′) :
Since we only need to show that R is an ready simulation up-to context, we can cancel
the common parallel component and restriction and only need to check that
OB〈t1 : : : tn; s〉R (%1 : : : n)
(
OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉
∣∣∏
i∈1:: n Cell〈i; ti〉
)
and
OB〈t1 : : : tn; s′〉R (%′1 : : : ′n)
(
OBf〈′1 : : : ′n; s′〉
∣∣∏
i∈1:: n Cell〈′i ; ti〉
)
which is easily seen to be true.
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Conversely, a transition
(%1 : : : n)
(
OBf〈1 : : : n; s〉
∣∣ ∏
i∈1:: n Cell〈i; ti〉
) →
is easily matched as  must be one of the three possible actions of OB〈t1 : : : tn; s〉.
From the previous theorems, we can conclude that the original encoding is readily
simulated by the factorized one.
Corollary 28. {|a|}p≺ <∅ · ∅  a=p.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 27 and from the congruence properties of ready simu-
lation (Theorem 35).
Lemma 29. Suppose a is well-typed. Then {|a|}p cannot reduce to a deadlocked pro-
cess, i.e. whenever {|a|}p⇒P then there are ; P′ such that P → P′.
Proof. Assume that {|a|}p can deadlock, that is, there exists P such that {|a|}p⇒P  →.
Now since {|a|}p≺ <∅·∅  a=p, by Corollary 28 there exists Q such that <∅·∅  a=p⇒Q
with P≺Q.
By Corollary 22, if a converges, then <∅·∅  a=p will also converge, and by Lemma 24,
if a diverges, then <∅ · ∅  a=p will also diverge; so <∅ · ∅  a=p cannot deadlock. Then
there must exist a  such that Q
→ . By the second clause of the de/nition of ready
simulation, we infer P
⇒ , which is a contradiction.
Corollary 30. Suppose a is well-typed.
• {|a|}p⇑ i? <∅ · ∅  a=p⇑
• {|a|}p⇓ i? <∅ · ∅  a=p⇓
Proof. Both {|a|}p and <∅ · ∅  a=p are deadlock-free. Then the corollary follows from
Corollary 28 and the fact that <∅ · ∅  a=p either converges or diverges (it cannot do
both, because of Corollary 22 and Lemma 24).
6.3. Adequacy and soundness of the original interpretation
From Corollary 22, Theorem 25 and Corollary 30, we infer
Corollary 31 (Computational adequacy). If a is well-typed, then a⇓ i? {|a|}p⇓p.
Behavioral equivalences such as barbed congruence or the Morris-style contextual
equivalence can also be de/ned in the Imperative &-calculus (in fact, since the reduction
relation for the Imperative &-calculus is con;uent, the two equivalences coincide).
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A &-calculus context C[−] is an (A=B)-context if we can deduce that C[−] has type
A assuming that the hole is a term of type B.
De&nition 32 (Contextual equivalence). For closed &-calculus terms a and b of type
B, we write aB b if for all types A and (A=B)-contexts C, it holds that C[a]⇓ iJ
C[b]⇓.
To keep things simple we only consider closed objects.
We can show soundness of the translation using compositionality of the encoding
and adequacy. This tells us that the equalities that can be proven using the translation
are valid equalities.
Theorem 33 (Soundness). Assume ∅  a:B and ∅  b:B. If {|a|}p up:{|B|}w
w {|b|}p then
aB b.
Proof. Consider some (A=B)-context C[−] and assume that C[a]⇓. We must now show
that C[b]⇓.
By Corollary 31 if C[a]⇓ then {|C[a]|}q⇓. Since the translation is compositional
{|C[a]|}q = C[{|a|}p] for some -calculus (=-)-context C[−] and name p, where  =
q : {|A|}ww and - = p : {|B|}ww .
By assumption {|a|}p up:{|B|}w
w {|b|}p, and therefore C[{|a|}p]⇓ implies {|C[b]|}p=
C[{|b|}p]⇓. Finally, we apply Corollary 31 to conclude that C[b]⇓.
As for the encodings of the -calculi into the -calculus, the converse of soundness
does not hold for the Imperative &-calculus.
Example 6.2. Consider the following two objects:
a, [l1=&(x)b; l2=&(x) ((x:l1):lb⇐ &(y)b′):lb⇐ &(y)b′];
a′, [l1=&(x)b; l2=&(x) (x:l1):lb⇐ &(y)b′];
with b having a method named lb. These two objects are contextually equivalent in
the &-calculus, but their translations are not barbed congruent. The reason is that an
external observer can update the method l1 with a new -calculus method body, that
behaves non-deterministically with respect to method updates (such a method body
cannot, of course, be written in the &-calculus, but is expressible in the -calculus).
For instance, the new method body can decide to diverge on the second request for an
update of the lb method. By doing so, a will diverge, whereas a′ will converge.
7. Comparisons with the Functional &-calculus
In their book, Abadi and Cardelli consider not only the imperative, but also the func-
tional paradigm for the &-calculus. In this section we brie;y compare the (/rst order)
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Imperative and Functional &-calculus, and their encodings into the -calculus. The syn-
tax of the Functional &-calculus is the same as for the Imperative except that we do not
have the let and clone constructs. The operational semantics, however, is very diJer-
ent. In the functional case, stores and stacks are not necessary and a simple reduction
semantics can be given, using the rules below, where a = [li=&(xi :Ai)bi i∈1:: n]:
a:ljR bj{a=xj} (j ∈ 1::n);
a:lj⇐ &(x :A)bR[lj=&(x :A)b; li=&(xi :Ai)bi i∈1:: n−{j}] (j ∈ 1::n):
As a consequence of the diJerences in the operational semantics, certain basic laws of
the Functional &-calculus, like a:lj = bj{a=xj} (j ∈ 1::n), do not hold in the Imperative
&-calculus.
In [31], the Functional &-calculus is translated onto the same typed -calculus we use
in this paper. Remarkably, despite the strong diJerences in the operational semantics,
the interpretations of the Imperative and Functional &-calculus into the -calculus are
structurally very close. Roughly, the only diJerence between the two translations is in
the object manager. The manager for the Functional &-calculus interpretation, reported
below, is a functional process. This diJerence has consequences on the update requests:
on such a request, the manager for the Functional &-calculus always generates a new
object manager, whereas the manager for the Imperative &-calculus works by having
side eJect on itself.
OBAfunc(t1:T
w
A;1 : : : tn:T
w
A;n; s:{|A|}b) ,
!s[j∈1:: n lj [sel (x) . Tt j〈s; x〉;
upd (x; y) . (%s′:{|A|}b)( Txs′ |
OB〈t1 : : : tj−i ; y; tj+1 : : : tn; s′〉) ]]:
The translation of types in the translation of the Functional &-calculus is also similar
to the one for the Imperative &-calculus. The only change is that in translation of types
in the functional case we do not have the clone tag in the resulting -calculus type.
The functional and the imperative nature of, respectively, the Functional and Imper-
ative &-calculus, is re;ected in the functional and the imperative nature of the object
managers of the -calculus interpretations. Thus we can use the -calculus interpreta-
tions to compare and contrast the Imperative and Functional &-calculus and to prove
properties about them, within a single framework.
The resemblance between the interpretations also allow us to reuse certain proofs,
most notably those on types (see Theorems 16 and 17), but also certain proofs about
behavioral properties of objects (a good example of this is the proof of the law (EQ
SUB OBJ), in Section 8).
In [1, Section 10.1] a translation of the Functional &-calculus to the Imperative
&-calculus is sketched as the identity translation except for method override, which
is translated as <a:l⇐ &(x)b=, clone(<a=):l⇐ &(x)<b=. It is interesting to note that this
is also the diJerence between the object managers for the Imperative and
Functional &-calculus: on an override operation, the object manager for the Functional
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&-calculus will create a new updated object manager, leaving the original object man-
ager unchanged, whereas the object manager for the Imperative &-calculus will change
its internal state on method override.
8. Reasoning about objects
A motivation for studying translations of the &-calculus into the -calculus was to
investigate the possibility of using the -calculus for reasoning about objects. We are
now in a position to present examples of how the -calculus interpretation can be used
to validate some basic behavioral properties for the Imperative &-calculus.
Lemma 34. Let o= [li=&(xi :C)bi i∈1:: n]; C = [li :Bi i∈1:: n], and o:C. Then
(1) o:lj Bj let xj:C=o in bj
(2) If x:C  b:Bj then
o:lj⇐ &(x:C)bC [lj=&(x:C)b; li=&(xi:C)bi i∈1:: n−{j}]
(3) clone(o)C o
(4) If a⇓, a:A; b:B and x ∈ fv(b), then let x:A=a in bB b:
(5) If x ∈ fv(o); y ∈ fv(a); a:A and let x:A=a in let y:C=o in b : B, then
(let x:A=a in let y:C=o in b)B (let y:C=o in let x:A=a in b)
(6) (law (EQ SUB OBJECT)):
If D= [li :Bi i∈1:: m]; m¿n and [li=&(xi :D)bi i∈1:: m]:D, then
oC [li=&(xi :D)bi i∈1:: m]:
In the following we show the proof of some of the properties stated in Lemma 34.
Laws (1)–(5) can all be validated using the theory of the untyped -calculus. As an
example, below we treat law (5). Thereafter, we consider law (6).
Proof of Law (5). Using laws such as the expansion law, (%p) (p(x):P | Tpv:Q)u (%p)
(P{v=x} | Q) and (%p) (!p(x):P | Q)uQ if p is not free in Q, we can prove law (5)
as follows.
We have
{|let y=o in let x=a in b|}p
= (%q) ((%s; t1 : : : tn) ( Tqs | OB〈t1 : : : tn; s〉|∏
i∈1:: n!ti(xi; r) :{|bi|}r) | q(y):(%q′) ({|a|}q′ | q′(x):{|b|}p)):
(7)
In (7) the only possible transition for the expression is an internal communication
on the restricted name q resulting in the exchange of the name y in the subexpres-
sion {|b|}p with the private name s (remember that y is not free in a). Therefore (7)
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must be barbed congruent to the following expression, where we have replaced the
communication with a '-pre/x and changed the name y in {|b|}p to s.
':(%q′)
({|a|}q′ | q′(x):(%s; t1 : : : tn) ({|b|}p{s=y} |
OB〈t1 : : : tn; s〉
∣∣ ∏
i∈1:: n!ti(xi; r) :{|bi|}r
))
:
(8)
We can now remove the ' pre/x and exchange the substitution of s for y in {|b|}p
with a communication on a private name, and thereby obtain the following expression,
which is weakly barbed congruent to that in (8)
(%q′)
({|a|}q′ | q(x):(%q) ((%s) ( Tqs | OB〈b1 : : : bn; s〉 ∣∣∏
i∈1:: n!ti(xi; r) :{|bi|}r) | q(y):{|b|}p
))
:
This expression is precisely {|let x=a in let y=o in b|}p.
It is interesting to look at the diJerence between the Functional and Imperative &-
calculus for objects of the form o:lj, for o= [li=&(xi :C)bi i∈1:: n] (j∈ 1::n), using the
-calculus interpretations. In the case of the Functional &-calculus, o is interpreted as
a functional process (see Section 5) and we can therefore apply copy laws to derive
{|o:lj|}pu {|bj{o=xj}|}p. By contrast, in the case of the Imperative &-calculus, object o is in-
terpreted as a process with a state, and we can only infer {|o:lj|}pu {|let xj :A=o in bj|}p,
as by Lemma 34(1).
Law (6) (EQ SUB OBJECT), which is an adaptation of the corresponding law
of the same name of the Functional &-calculus [1, Chapter 8], allows one to
prove equalities between objects with diJerent collections of methods, and relies
on the type information; hence here, we need to consider the types in the proof of that
law.
Proof of Law (Eq Sub Object). Law (EQ SUB OBJECT) of Lemma 34 can be validated
using the typed labelled bisimulation technique. We describe a typed bisimulation for
proving (EQ SUB OBJECT).
Let a= [li=&(xi :C)bi i∈1:: n]; b= [li=&(xi :D)bi i∈1:: m]; C = [li :Bi i∈1:: n], and D=
[li :Bi i∈1:: m] with n≤m. Furthermore assume that a :C and b :D.
We want to show aC b. By Theorem 33, it suEces to prove {|a|}p u {|b|}p, where
=p:{|C|}ww , and by Theorem 13 we can use typed labelled bisimulation to establish
the result, by showing that {|a|}p∼p:T {|b|}p with T = {|C|}wr .
Having /xed a and b, their translations are
{|a|}p = (%s:{|C|}b)
(
Tps | (%ti:T bC;i i∈1:: n)
(
OBC〈t1 : : : tn; s〉
∣∣∏
i∈1:: n !ti(xi; r) :{|bi|}r
))
:
{|b|}p = (%s:{|D|}b)
(
Tps | (%ti:T bD;i i∈1:: m)
(
OBD〈t1 : : : tm; s〉
∣∣∏
i∈1:: m !ti(xi; r) :{|bi|}r
))
:
Now, let
1 = s:{|C|}w; t1:T rC;1 : : : tn:T rC;n
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and
2 = p:{|C|}wr ; t1:T rC;1 : : : tn:T rC;n;
where TC; j, 〈{|C|}w; {|Bj|}ww〉. Consider the relation S consisting of these four triples:
(1)
(
1 ; OBC〈t1 : : : tn; s〉;
(%ti:T bD;i
i∈n+1:: m)
(
OBD〈t1 : : : tm; s〉
∣∣ ∏
i∈n+1:: m !ti(xi; r
)
:{|bi|}r)
)
(1a)
(
′1 ; case v of
[ li [sel (x) . Tt i〈s; x〉 | OBC〈t1 : : : tn; s〉;
upd (x; y) . Txs | OBC〈t1 : : : ti−1; y; ti+1 : : : tn; s〉 ];
clone (x) . OBC〈t1 : : : tn; s〉 |
(%s′:{|C|}b) ( Txs′ | OBC〈t1 : : : tn; s′〉)];
(%ti:T bD;i
i∈n+1:: m)
(
case v of [ li [sel (x) . Tt i〈s; x〉|OBD〈t1 : : : tm; s〉;
upd (x; y) . Txs | OBD〈t1 : : : ti−1; y; ti+1 : : : tm; s〉 ];
clone (x) . OBD〈t1 : : : tm; s〉 |
(%s′:{|D|}b)( Txs′ | OBD〈t1 : : : tm; s′〉)]∣∣∏
i∈n+1:: m !ti(xi; r):{|bi|}r
))
(1b)
(
′1 ; case v of
[sel (x) . Tt i〈s; x〉 | OBC〈t1 : : : tn; s〉;
upd (x; y) . Txs | OBC〈t1 : : : ti−1; y; ti+1 : : : tn; s〉 ];
(%ti:T bD;i
i∈n+1:: m)
(
case v of [sel (x) . Tt i〈s; x〉 | OBD〈t1 : : : tm; s〉;
upd (x; y) . Txs | OBD〈t1 : : : ti−1; y; ti+1 : : : tm; s〉 ]∣∣∏
i∈n+1:: m !ti(xi; r):{|bi|}r
))
(2)
(
2 ; (%s:{|C|}b)( Tps | OBC〈t1 : : : tn; s〉);
(%s:{|D|}b)(%ti:T bD;i i∈n+1:: m)
(
Tps | OBD〈t1 : : : tm; s〉
∣∣∏
i∈n+1:: m !ti(xi; r):{|bi|}r
))
where v in case (1a) ranges over clone r; lj sel r and lj upd 〈r; t〉 and in (1b)
over lj sel r and lj upd 〈r; t〉. If v= clone r then ′1 =1[r:{|C|}w
r
], if lj sel r, ′1 =
1[r :{|Bi|}wr ], and if v= lj upd 〈r; t〉, ′1 =1[r:{|C|}w
r
; b:T rC;j].
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Fig. 2. Transitions between states in relation S in proof of law (EQ SUB OBJECT).
This relation is a typed bisimulation up-to parallel composition and up-to injec-
tive substitutions. Using the congruence property of typed bisimulation (precisely
Theorem 12), we get the desired result.
Fig. 2 shows the possible transitions between states in S. To simplify the /gure,
we let Px;y for x∈{1; 1a; 1b; 2} and y∈{1; 2} denote the yth process in pair x. For
instance, P2;1 denotes (%s:{|C|}b)( Tps|OBC〈t1 : : : tn; s〉). The most interesting part of the
transition diagram is the transition from state P1a;y to state Qy. This transition is caused
by the input of a clone request by the object manager, resulting in the creation of a
new manager. We have
Q1 = P1;1 | P2;1 = OBC〈t1 : : : tn; s〉 | (%s:{|C|}b)( Tps |OBC〈t1 : : : tn; s〉);
Q2 = (%ti:T bD;i
i∈n+1:: m)
(
OBD〈t1 : : : tm; s〉 | (%s:{|D|}b)( Tps | OBD〈t1 : : : tm; s〉)
∣∣∏
i∈n+1:: m !ti(xi; r):{|bi|}r
)
:
We can create private copies of methods bn+1 to bm for each object manager, thus
obtaining
Q2 ∼∗ (%ti:T bD;i i∈n+1:: m)
(
OBD〈t1 : : : tm; s〉
∣∣ ∏
i∈n+1:: m !ti(xi; r):{|bi|}r
)∣∣
(%s:{|D|}b)(%ti:T bD;i i∈n+1:: m)
(
Tps | OBD〈t1 : : : tm; s〉
∣∣∏
i∈n+1:: m !ti(xi; r):{|bi|}r
)
= P1;2 | P2;2
with ∗=1; p:{|C|}wr =2; s:{|C|}w.
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And because we have {(1; P1;1; P1;2); (2; P2;1; P2;2)}⊆S we get the desired
property.
This is the /rst proof of (EQ SUB OBJECT) for the Imperative &-calculus we are aware
of. The proof can be easily adapted to the analogous law of the Functional &-calculus.
Proofs of laws (1)–(5) have also been given by Gordon et al. [11], using a variant of
Mason and Talcott’s CIU equivalence.
We are not aware of other co-inductive proofs of laws or behavioral equalities
of the Imperative &-calculus. By contrast, co-inductive techniques for the Functional
&-calculus have been carried out by Gordon and Rees [10]. Gordon and Rees propose
a labelled bisimulation for the Functional &-calculus (following the idea of Abramsky’s
applicative bisimulation for -calculi) and show that it coincides with contextual equiv-
alence, which they show validates the equational theory for the Functional &-calculus
(the equational theory for the Functional &-calculus has also been validated using de-
notational methods [1, Chapter 14]. It is worth mentioning that Gordon and Rees’s
applicative bisimulation, however, contains a form of universal quanti/cation on terms
in its de/nition. For this reason
• applicative bisimulation relations always consist of an in/nite number of pairs (unless
all objects are divergent);
• applicative bisimulation does not work well for proving properties like (EQ SUB
OBJECT); indeed, Gordon and Rees’s proof of (EQ SUB OBJECT) for the Functional
&-calculus does not use applicative bisimulation, but it is done directly in terms of
the contextual equivalence.
Advantages of using -calculus for the proofs are that the bisimulation relations
needed may be /nite (for instance, the bisimulation we use for the proof of (EQ SUB
OBJECT) has just four pairs); one can take advantage of the already available the-
ory for -calculus, including its algebraic laws (as we did for the proof of law (5)
above).
9. Extensions
Our interpretation of the Imperative &-calculus can be extended to accommodate other
type features discussed in [1], like variant tags, recursive types, polymorphic types.
Variant tags are tags on method names which allow only selection or update operations
on a method, so to have a richer subtyping relation. These tags yield the same form of
subtyping on Imperative &-calculus types as that induced by the tags {r;w; b} on the
-calculus types. We can capture them with a simple re/nement of the encoding of
types. Variant tags (+;−;±) allow a more re/ned subtyping relation. A positive tag
(+) forbids method update, but allow co-variant subtyping in the components of the
object type. A negative tag (−) prevents method activation but allows contravariant
subtyping. Finally, the tag ± allows both update and activation but requires invariance
of the method types.
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To accommodate variant tags we change the encoding of types to
{|[liI :Bi i∈1:: n]|}, X · [li {|I :Bi|}; clonewwX ]
{| ± :Bi|}, [sel <Bi=ww ; upd 〈Xww ; {|Bi|}ww〉w]
{|+ :Bi|}, [sel <Bi=ww ]
{| − :Bi|}, [upd 〈Xww ; {|Bi|}ww〉w]
Also adding a recursive type system like the one in [1, Chapter 9] is easily handled.
We just map type variables of an Imperative &-calculus type to type variables of the
-calculus types. Similarly, we believe is possible to handle polymorphic types, using
polymorphic extensions of the -calculus [34].
10. Further work
The extensibility of the interpretation of imperative objects, and its resemblance
to the interpretation of functional objects, suggests that the representation of
objects into the -calculus is a robust one, and that it could be used for giving the
semantics to, and proving properties of, a wide range of object-oriented languages,
possibly combining imperative, functional and concurrent features. The Imperative &-
calculus is the basis for the distributed concurrent object-oriented language Obliq [9].
Recently, Merro et al. [19] have extended the -calculus semantics of the Impera-
tive &-calculus, that we have presented in this paper, to a semantics for a subset of
Obliq. This semantics has been used to reason about safety of object migration in
Obliq.
An interesting topic for further study is to continue the study of the diJerence
between the Functional and Imperative &-calculus in the common framework that the
translations provides us with. For instance, we would like to further investigate the
examples of the diJerence between contextual equivalence for the Imperative and
Functional &-calculus.
Another subject is to work on more proofs for the &-calculus in order to investigate
to what extent we can use the -calculus to reason about objects. More ambitiously we
hope that we can use the translation as a guideline in the study of typed equivalences
for the Imperative &-calculus. It would be interesting to see if we could /nd a direct
characterization of the equivalence induced by -calculus barbed congruence on the
Imperative &-calculus, as it has been done for the lazy -calculus [30,33].
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Appendix A. Ready simulation
In this appendix we develop some theory for ready simulation. To ease the reading
we omit type annotations since ready simulation is an untyped relation.
Theorem 35. Ready simulation is preserved by parallel composition and restriction.
Proof. Let R be a ready simulation and let S be the set of all pairs of the form:
((%x˜)(P | R); (%x˜) (Q | R));
where P R Q. We now claim that S is a ready simulation.
If (%x˜)(P | R) → S this must be inferred using either (RES) or (OPEN) as the last
rule.
Let us /rst consider the case where (RES) is the rule used, that is P | R → S ′ with
S =(%x˜)S ′. This transition can be inferred using the following rules:
(COMP-R) : R
→ R′ and S ′=P | R′ which Q | R can match by doing the same, and
clearly (%x˜) (P | R′)S (%x˜) (Q | R′).
(COMP-L): P
→ P′ and S ′=P′ | R. Since P R Q there exist a Q′ such that Q ˆ⇒ Q′
with P′ R Q′. Now using (COMP-L) we have Q | R ⇒ Q′ | R and clearly by de/nition
of S we have (%x˜) (P′ | R)S (%x˜) (Q′ | R).
(SYNC-L): we must have = '; P
(%n˜) Ty v−−−→ P′; R yv−→ R′ and S ′=(%n˜)(P′ | R′). Since
P R Q there exist a Q′ such that Q
(%n˜) Ty v
=⇒ Q′ with P′ R Q′. By (SYNC-L) we infer
Q | R '⇒ (%n˜) (Q′ | R′) and again (%x˜; n˜) (P′ | R′)S (%x˜; n˜) (Q′ | R′).
(SYNC-R): same argument as in the previous case.
The other possibility is that (OPEN) is used as the last rule in the inference of
(%x˜) (P | R) → S, then =(%n˜) Tyv with y ∈ x˜, and P | Q (%n˜) Ty v−−−→ S ′ with S =(%x˜′)S ′ for
some x˜′⊆ x˜. The transition P | Q (%n˜) Ty v−−−→ S ′ can be inferred using the following rules:
(COMP-L): we have P
(%n˜) Ty v−−−→ P′ and S ′=P′ | S. Because P R Q then Q (%n˜) Ty v=⇒ Q′ and
P′ R Q′ for some Q′. By (COMP-L) and (OPEN) we infer (%x˜) (Q | R) (%n˜) Ty v=⇒ (%x˜′) (Q′ | R)
and by construction of S we have (%x˜′) (P′ | R)S(%x˜′) (Q′ | R).
(COMP-R): we have R
(%n˜) Ty v−−−→ R′ and S ′=P | R′. Obviously, Q | R (%n˜) Ty v−−−→ Q | R′ and
(%x˜′)(P | R′)S(%x˜′)(Q | R′).
The other way around; if (%x˜)(Q | R) → then also (%x˜)(Q | R) → is handled in a
similar manner.
In order to de/ne a powerful up-to-context technique, we introduce the notion of
structural congruence.
De&nition 36 (Structural congruence). Let ≡ denote the least congruence relation
closed under the following rules:
P | (Q |R) ≡ (P |Q) |R
P |Q ≡ Q |R
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P | 0 ≡ P
P | (%q)Q ≡ (%q)(P |Q) if q ∈ fn(P)
(%p)0 ≡ 0
(%p)(%q)P ≡ (%q)(%p)P
!P ≡ P | !P
De&nition 37 (Ready simulation up-to context). A relation R is a ready simulation
up-to context if P R Q implies
(1) If P
→ P′; then there exist processes Q′; P˜; Q˜; R, names x˜, such that Q ⇒ Q′; P′≡
(%x˜) (R | P˜), Q′≡ (%x˜) (R | Q˜) and P˜ R Q˜.
(2) If Q
→ ; then P ⇒
We now show the soundness of the up-to-context technique for ready simulation.
Theorem 38. If P R Q for some ready simulation up-to context then P≺Q.
Proof. Let R be a ready bisimulation up-to context and let S be the set of all pairs
of the form:
((%x˜) (R | P˜); (%x˜) (R | Q˜)):
We now claim that ≡S≡ is a ready simulation.
The proof of this goes by a lengthy analysis of the possible transitions. We shall
only consider one of the cases, as the rest follows by similar reasoning.
Let P∗≡ (%x˜) (R | P˜)S(%x˜) (R | Q˜)≡Q∗. If P∗ → P∗∗ then there exists a S such
that (%x˜) (R | P˜) → S and P∗∗≡ S.
A transition (%x˜) (R | P˜) → S must be inferred using either (RES) or (OPEN) as the
last rule used. If the last rule used was (RES), then we must have R | P˜ → S ′ with
S =(%x˜)S ′. This transition must be the result of either a transition by one of the
components, or by an interaction between two of the components.
We consider the case when the transition is caused by an interaction between two
components of P˜ and inferred using (SYNC-L) as the last rule. That is we have i; j
such that i = j and Pi (%n˜) Ty v−−−→ P′i and Pj
yv−→ P′j and
S = (%x˜) (R | P1 | : : : (%n˜) (P′i : : : P′j) : : : Pn):
Since P˜ R Q˜, there exist processes Ri; Rj; Q˜i; Q˜j; P˜i; P˜j and names y˜i; y˜j such that
Qi
(%n˜) Ty v
=⇒ Q′i and Qj
yv
=⇒ Q′j with
P′k ≡ (%y˜k) (Rk | P˜k)S (%y˜k) (Rk | Q˜k)≡Q′k for k ∈ {i; j}:
Let T =(%x˜) (R | Q1 | : : : (%n˜) (Q′i : : : Q′j ) : : : Qn). Using (COMP-L), (COMP-R) and (SYNC-
L) and (RES) we can infer (%x˜) (R | Q˜) '⇒ T and then also that Q∗ '⇒ Q∗∗ with T ≡Q∗∗.
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Now P∗∗≡ S ≡ ((%x˜; y˜i; y˜j; n˜) (R | Ri | Rj | P1 | : : : P˜
′
i : : : P˜
′
j : : : Pn) and Q
∗∗≡T ≡
(%x˜; y˜i; y˜j; n˜) (R | Ri | Rj | Q1 | : : : Q˜
′
i : : : Q˜
′
j : : : Qn), so we have P
∗∗≡S≡Q∗∗.
The second clause in the de/nition of ready simulation is handled in the same
manner, it is just simpler since we do not have to relate the result of the transitions.
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